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CHAPTER_I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The suhnect of this thesis is cyclotron resonance m

semiconductors. The

two m a m topics covered by this study are the understanding of the effect of
cyclotron resonance on the conductivity mechanism in a semiconductor, and
the use of cyclotron resonance as a tool to study a new, arteficial, man-nade
material: a superlattice. From a technical point of view these investigations
need the development and the use of high magnetic fields and far-infrared
lasers.
Cyclotron Resonance (CR) is a very well known phenomenon in physics,used
over twenty five years m

solid state physics, and treated in most elemen

tary textbooks. The origin of the phenomenon is that a free electron m

a

static magnetic field traces out a helical path. This path consists of a
motion parallel to and unaffected by the magnetic field and an orbital motion
in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the field, with an angular
frequency ω = еВ/m where e is the charge of the electron, m its mass and В
с
the magnetic field. Electromagnetic radiation with a frequency ω, which is
imposed on the system can give up energy to the rotating particles when ω =ω
which leads to a resonance phenomenon. In order to have a significant amount
of interaction between the motion of the particle and the alternating electric
field, the time between collisions τ must be so long, that the particle has
at least the chance to complete half of a revolution, i.e. ω τ>1.
с
Quantum mechanically, CR follows from transitions between eigenstates
resulting from a stationnary solution of the Schrodinger equation of a free
electron in a static magnetic field. For a field in the z-direction, the
corresponding energy values are given by:
EM=
N

(N+!5)iL^ä+ —L
m
2m

(LI)

where h is Planck's constant, к

the electron wavevector in the z-direction
ζ

and N is an integer. These solutions lead to discrete energy levels Ε ,
the so called "Landau levels", determined by the integer N (the Landau level
quantum number) . The energy spacing between adjacent Landau levels is hio

1

The resonance condition of the system in interaction with the electromagnetic
radiation of frequency ω is, ]ust as in the classical case, given by χ=ω .
In order to be able to observe CR absorption, the broadening of the Landau
levels due to scattering (h/^) must be less than the Landau level spacing
(Γιω )

which again leads to the same condition as was derived classically

i.e. ω τ>1. Therefore, for systems with small values of τ, high frequencies
с
ω with corresponding nigh fields В have to be used. It can be proved that the
average density of states of a free electron and that of an electron in a
magnetic field is equal. Therefore, the formation of Landau levels in a mag
netic field can be seen as a condensation of a large number of electron
states into discrete energy levels.
It follows from the quantum theory of solids that the dynamical proper
ties of free carriers in a crystal can be described by an effective mass
tensor, determined by the electronic band structure of the solid. For a
parabolic dispersion relation, which is a good approximation of the band
structure near extrema in the bands, the CR condition is therefore given by:

*c=-x
m
where m

is the effective mass, and ω

the frequency at which CR is measured.

Therefore CR can be used as a tool to determine the effective mass in a
solid, one of the most important parameters for the band structure. This
simple picture of quasi free electrons is directly applicable to many semi
conductors, where in general the free carrier density is so low that the
carriers are situated near extrema in a band.
Apart from the effective mass, additional information can be obtained
from the CR linewidth. The linewidth is determined by the scattering time τ,
and is for a homogeneously broadened line given by Δω,= Ι/τ, where the
linewidth at half maximum is Δω,.
From an experimental point of view CR in semiconductors is relatively
simple, because a semiconductor is in general transparant to electromagne
tic radiation, in contrast to the experimentally very difficult situation in
metals. Therefore CR can be detected directly as a change in the absorption
under cyclotron resonance conditions. CR in semiconductors is a relatively
old subject. The first CR experiments were performed by Dresselhaus,Kip
and Kittel in Ge in 1953 . These first experiment were carried out at micro
wave frequencies and low magnetic fields. In the twenty six years which have

2

passed since that time the majority of all elemental and compound semiconductors have been investigated with CR techniques under various experimental
2
conditions; in one case magnetic fields as high as 100T have been used.
In the experiments reported in this thesis, CR absorption is detected
by a measurement of the transmission of radiation at a fixed frequency as a
function of a varying magnetic field. High magnetic fields and Far Infrared
(FIR) frequencies are used. The FIR power is generated with an optically
pumped laser system and the high magnetic fields by one of tne Bittercoils
of the Nijmegen High Magnetic Fields installation. The experimental set-up
used for the experiments, and especially the FIR optically pumped laser system, is described in chapter II.
In Chapter III CR measurements on n-GaAs are discussed, which were performed to investigate the origin of the change in the static conductivity of
semiconductors at CR conditions. Although this effect was discovered only
a few years after the first CR experiments (Zeiger et al, 1959 ) and although
it is a widely used technique to measure CR in many semiconductors, the
underlying mechanism of the effect has never been investigated. Chapter III
is devoted to a detailed analysis of this effect in n-GaAs, a simple and well
understood model semiconductor. That CR can be measured as a photoconductive
signal is in itself surprising because photoconductivity in a semiconductor
is usually caused by the creation of extra free carriers through valence band
conduction band excitation, or excitation of a bound electron from an impurity into the band. Although this should not be expected to be the case for
CR absorption, which involves a transition of a free electron between conduction band states, it is shown in chapter III that the creation of extra
free carriers is nevertheless the main reason for the change in the conductivity in n-GaAs at high magnetic fields. This observation makes it possible
to determine directly the number of excited carriers due to CR absorption
from the measured change in conductivity and, if the absorbed power is measured at the same time, the lifetime of the photoexcited carriers can be
obtained from these measurements. These investigations had to be carried out
at high magnetic fields and at FIR frequencies as the quantum conditions
huí > kT had to be fullfilled for a simple analysis of the change in the
static conductivity by CR absorption.
Cyclotron resonance is a beautifull tool for studying the microscopic
properties of solids, intimately connected with quantum mechanics. In this
respect, a very interesting new type of materials have a band structure
3

resulting from an arteficial potential created through either external elec
tric fields, multilayered structures or space charge. A clear example of this
is a superlatticc. A superlattice is a material consisting of a large number
ultrathin (1J10 lattice distances) periodically arranged layers of different
materials. Depending on the materials parameters the band structure of a
superlattice shows either a two dimensional character, in which case the
carriers are localized in layers of one material (Quantum Size Effect), or a
more or less three dimensional character, in which case carrier transport
4
takes place through successive layers. CR forms a very suitable tool to
investigate the band structure and the and the scattering times in a superlattice. CR experiments on a superlattice are reported in chapter IV. Because
the purity of these new materials is less than that attainable for bulk
semiconductors, they have such a short scattering time tnat high magnetic
fields and FIR frequencies must be used in order to meet the condition ω τ>1.
с
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CHAPTERII
TSl=IOB_iNI^B50_ÇÏÇLOTRON_RESONANCE_SPECTROMETER

II. 1

Outlne of the experimental set-up

In this chapter the experimental set-up which was used for the
cyclotron resonance measurements on n-GaAs (Chapter III) , the superlattice
material of InAs and GaSb (Chapter IV), and the pulsed measurements
(paragraph III.3.) is described. Fig·. II.1 shows a schematic diagram of the
Far Infrared Radiation (FIR) cyclotron resonance spectrometer. The FIR beam
generated by an optically pumped molecular laser (described in detail in
section II.2) is chopped at 23 Hz with a mechanical chopper. The beam is
divided by a 17 \im mylar beam splitter, one part for the measurement and the
other part for reference purposes. The sample is situated in a Variable
Temperature Cryostat (VTC) (Oxford Instruments CF400) of which the temperature is controlled by an automatic temperature controller (Oxford Instruments
PTC-V30) The magnetic field is produced by a 60 mm inner bore Bitter magnet
of the Nijmegen High Magnetic Fields Installation (described in section II.5),
Both tae transmitted radiation and the reference beam are monitored by two
liquid He cooled Si bolometers ) .
The two bolometer signals, the reference signal (B) and the transmission signal (A) are detected by Lock-in amplifiers (PAR 128), of which
the dc outputs are divided by an analog divider (PAR 123) to eliminate
fluctuation due to the laser power fluctuations in the transmission signal.
For the photoconductivity measurements m
was

n-GaAs (Chapter III) the sample

biased with a constant current and the change in the voltage drop

across the sanple was measured with anotner Lock-in

amplifier (PAR 129).

The normalised transmission signal and the photoconductivity signal were
recorded on a double pens recorder (Kipp BD 31) of which the x-axis was
driven by the magnetic field sweep.
The radiation was guided by light pipes. Outside the VTC the light
pipe diameter was the standard 13 mm inner diameter compatible with other
FIR equipment used at our laboratory, inside the VTC the available space

χ kindly donated by C G . C M . de Kort
5

(36 mm inner diameter) necessitated the use of 9 ram lightpipes.
transitions from one diameter to the other were achieved with light cones.
To avoid effects of the stray field on the operation of the FIR laser and
the bolometers, the total pathlength from laser outcoupling hole to bolometer was about 5 m.

sample

Fig. II.1

6

variabele temperature cryostat

Schematic outline of the experimental set-up for the
measurement of cyclotron resonance.

II.2 Basic principles of FIR optically pumped lasers.

The underlying principles of FIR optically pumped laser are very well
known and extended reviews have been given by Chang

and Hodges . Before

the actual system is described we will briefly review some of these prin
ciples .
Radiation of a suitable frequency is focussed into a cavity consisting
of two mirrors inside a vacuum sealed chamber. The chamber contains a gas at
a certain presure

which absorbs the exciting radiation. For FIR optical

pumping relative simple molecules with a permanent electrical dipole moment
like CH F,CH..OH,HCOOH and CH.CF- are used. These molecules have an energy
level spectrum which consists of vibrational states. Each vibrationel state
contains a large number of closely spaced rotational levels. The energy
spacing of the rotational levels is in the FIR region (40-1000μιη) and that
of the vibrational states in the infrared 10 ym. See Fig II.2) If the ener
gy of the exciting radiation (the pump radiation) matches the energy level
spacing between states inside the lower and the upper vibrationel manifold,
a population inversion may be created in the lower and/or in the upper vibra
tionel state. The spontaneous emission between the rotationel levels is
amplified in the FIR

cavity leading to laser action.

The maximum efficiency for the conversion of infrared pump power
to FIR rpower is l¿v _ /ν
. This formula expresses the quantum effiFIR
pump
ciency (number of FIR photon per pump photon) and the fact that in order
to maintain a steady state population inversion between the two rotational
levels twice as much pump quanta have to be absorbed than can be emitted
(assuming equal lifetimes for these levels). The important molecular relax
ation rates shown in Fig. II. 2. are the rotational relaxation rates τ . ,
which thermalizes the population between the rotational levels and the vi
brational relaxation rate τ... The rotational relaxation time is of the
àJ
-8
order of 10

s for a pressure of one Torr and is inversely proportional to the

pressure. Vibrational relaxation is generally a slow process, and is of the
order of 10 s for a pressure of one Torr and proportional to the pressure.
These numbers imply that the FIR gas pressures must be low (10-100 mTorr) in
order to maintain a steady state population inversion between the rotational levels.
7
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Fig II.2 Schematic diagram of the energy level structure of the molecules
used for far infrared optical pumping. The pumping mechanism in
volves the rotational levels of the ground and the excited vibra
tional levels, the pump transition (hv
) , the far infrared
transition and the most important molecular relaxationrates
rotational relaxation т., and vibrational relaxation τ .

For efficient operation of the FIR laser a close coincidence between
the pump and the absorption frequency is required. For optically pumped CW
FIR lasers a low pressure longitudinal discharge CO
pump. This type of CO

laser is used as a

laser produces a number of strong emission lines

(typically 15W) between 9 vim and 11 μη. However the frequency spacing of
these emission lines (ъ 60 GHz) is much larger than their spectral tuning
range (MOOMHz) so that only less than 1% of the spectral range between 9ym
and Ilym is covered. Nevertheless over 1000 FIR emission lines between 40 ym
and 2000 ym have been reported

) for various molecules since the first

laser action was observed by Chang and Bridges . The most powerfull FIR
system up to now, (λ=118.8 ym,CH OH) produces a power of 400 mW with a con-

C02 LASER

0

mirror adjustment

(2) piezoelectric translator
Q) ZnSe outcouplmg mirror
©

ZnSe brewster window

(5) cathode
(6) discharge tube
(7) water cooling
( t ) anode
( t ) super invar rods
@

diffraction grating

(ÏÏ) focussing mirror
©

CdTe window

(Й) translation mechanism
( H ) mirror adjustment
©

incouplmg mirror

©

wave guide

©

quartz window

©

mixing chamber

©

flow meters

@) needle valves

Fig II.3 Schematic outline of the optically pumped FIR laser system,
with the CO laser and the FIR waveguide laser.
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version efficieny of 4.10

; 5» of the theoretical conversion efficiency.

A maximum conversion efficiency of 40% of the theoretical efficiency was
g
reported recently for CH F
. However these figures are exceptional; of the
more than 1000 lines reported orly a few gases (CH 0H,CH OD,HCOOH,CH F and
CH F ) have shown emission in excess of 1 mW and conversion efficiencies
within an order of magnitude of the theoretical conversion efficiency, which
itself is already 10% or less.

II.3

The CW optically pumped FIR laser.

The system used in the CW experiments is shown in Fig.3. The system
consists of a CO

laser and a hollow dielectric waveguide FIR laser. These

components will be described in sections 11.3.1 and II. 3.2. The overall sys'
tern performance will be discussed in section II.3.3.

II.3.1.

The CW CO

The CO

laser

laser (shown in Fig II. 3) consists of a water cooled, 1 cm

inner diameter plasma tube, which is vacuum sealed with two ZnSe Brewster
windows. This plasma tube is situated between a flat grating and a 80% re
flecting ZnSe outcouplmg mirror with a 5 m radius of curvature, together
forming a two meter long optical resonator. Through the plasma tube a gas
mixture of 6% CO , 17% He and 77% N

is flown continuously by an Edwards

ES200 rotary pump. The gases are mixed from CO , He and N

of technical

purity through a gas handling system and a mixing chamber. The electrical
system consists of a high voltage power supply (Hipotronics 830-50/9647)
and a current stabliser which stabilises the laser current actively by re
gulating the conductance of a pass tube oetween tne plasma tube cathode and
ground. The plasma tube has a central anode and two cathodes, thus dividing
the total discharge lenght (1.2 m) in two equal parts to reduce the high vol
tage under operating conditions (6kV and 20 mA per segment).
The desired CO

emission line is chosen with a grating (135 lines per

mm, and a reflection coefficient in the first order maximum in excess of
98% between 9 ym and 11 urn).

χ designed and constructed by A.F. van Etteger.
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Within the linewith of the emission line the frequency is determined by the
CO

cavity length. This frequency fire tuning is less than the CO

oscil

lation bandwith, since as soon as the cavity length is changed by an amount
λ/2, where λ is the emission wa^eiength, the laser will jump to the next
lonjtudinal mode, whjch ha·; the same frequency. Therefore the frequency tu
ning range is of the order of longitudinal mode spacing which is given by
c/21, where с is the speed of light and 1 the cavity length. For the 2 m
cavity this tuning range is 150 MHz. In order to obtain a CO

emission fre

quency within the bandwidth of the FIR absorption line (^ІОМН/) the cavity
length has to be stabilised within a few tenths of a micron. The CO

ca

vity length is stabilised with three, one inch thick, super invar rods, which
have a very low thermal expansion coefficient. The outcoupling mirror is
mounted on a Diezoelectnc transducer (PZT) wnicn enables the frequency fine
tuning and allows a maximal 15 μιη, cavity length variation. The cavity length
can also be modulated by superimposing a modulation on the dc high voltage
of the PZT. In this way the CO

frequency is modulated, which leads to an

amplitude variation of the FIR output. This signal can be detected phasesensitivily and used m

a feedback system (Lansing 830-50 Lock-in stabiliser)

for the PZT dc high voltage, thus enabling active CO

cavity length stabi

lisation.
The maximum power output of the CO

laser was 25 W, single frequency,

single mode in a 3 mm diameter output beam waist.

II.3.2.

The FIR cavity.

The FIR cavity (Fig II.3) consists of a 1 m hollow dielectric (Quartz)
waveguide, between two flat 25 mm diameter mirrors, of which the incoupling
mirror is translatable. The cavity is vacuun sealed with a Brewster angle
CdTe window at tne incoupling end and a quart? window at the outcoupling end,
to prevent the infrared pump radiation to reach the experiment. For length
stabilation the whole system is on a granite bar. The FIR gas is introduced
in the cavity through an adjustable needle valve and is continuously flown
with a diffusion pump.
The hollow dielectric waveguide was chosen for a number of reasons.
First such a waveguide has low propagation losses for a mode which couples
effectively (98%

to the free space propagating mode

). A second advantage

of this waveguide is that it allows small waveguide diameters which speed
up the vibrational relaxation by wall deexcitations and allow relatively

11

high FIR gas pressures . A third argument of the choice for a dielectric guide
is that for a properly chosen diameter only a few higher order transversal
O

modes can propagate with lov. loss in such a guide '

in

. This is advantageous

^ince wavelength selection in the FIR laser is achieved by scanning the FIR
cavity lengtn at a given pump frequency, the presence of higher order modes,
who manifest themselves as peaks between the main peaks with the same perio
dicity, complicates the indentification of the desired FIR frequency signi
ficantly especially if more FIR emission lines occur at the sample pumpline.
Finally the modo pattern in a dielectric waveguide is such that the end
fi ID
mirrors can slightly be moved away from the end of the waveguide ' ,which
is usefull because one of the end mirrors is translatable for wavelength
selection.
The transmission losses in a dielectric waveguide are proportional to
λ

and invers proportional to d

where d is the waveguide diameter

. There

fore the construction of the FIR laser is such that waveguides with diffe
rent diameters can be easily interchanged in order to be able to adjust the
waveguide diameter to the range cf FIR frequencies of interest. The maximum
allowable waveguide diameter is 25 mn but for the experiments reported in
this thesis a 13 mm diameter waveguide gave the best performance for the
wavelengths of interest.
The 3 mm diameter CO

laser beam is focussed into the 1 mm incoupling

hole of the FIR laser by a sphericial mirror with a focal length of 50 cm.
The CO, beam traverses the 1 m cavity length twice before striking the wall
in the 13 mm waveguide. Due to the typically low absorption coefficient of
the FIR gas at low pressures the CO

radiation must cover a distance of

about 10 m for complete absorption. This can only be achieved with a smaller
divergence angle of the CO

beam in the cavity. A smaller divergence angle

would however have implied that the majority of the CO

beam would leave the

FIR cavity through tne 2,5 mm outcoupling hole.
8 11 12
Hole outcoupling was prefered above above a hybrid outcoupler ' '
(a device which reflects the CO

radiation and partly transmits the FIR

radiation and therefore eliminates the above mentioned difficulty) because
hole outcoupling is not spectrally selective. The larger output beam diver-

Typical values for the absorption coefficient of several FIR gases are
1-10 m
for a pressure of one Torr and since these values are proportio
nal to the pressure,higher FIR gas pressures imply a more efficient use
of the available pump power.

12

gence angle for hole outcouplng

(see appendix) is no severe disadvan

tage because a lightpipe system was used to guide the radiation to the
experimert.

II.3.3

Performance of the system.

Fig. II.4 and II.5 show typical FIR spectra obtained with the system,
with CH OH and CH OD as active medium and the 13 mm diameter quart? wave
guide. For a given CO
output is monitored

frequency the FIR cavity length is scanned while the

with a detector. CH OH and CH OD are very usefull as

gases for FIR optical pumping because they exhibit strong emission lines be
tween 10 cm
-1
5 an

(1000 \m >λ> 40 μιη) with a frequency spacing of the order of

Table II.1
Comparison of the relative strengths of FIR laser lines in a 40 mm
13 mm dielectric waveguide
Pumpline
FIR medium

Wavelength
μιη

Relative

9P6

417.1

0.8

CH OD

229.1

2.3

134.7

1

699.5

3

70.6

1

9p34
CH OH

9R10
CH OH

232.9
96.5

amplitude

4 0 mm w a v e g u i d e

and a

Relative amplitude
1 3 mm waveguide

0.22
1

10R38

471

0.44

CH OH

254

0.22

0.15

163

1

1

9p30

330

1.5

0.05

CH OD

146

1

0.15

103

1

1
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Fig.II.4

The output of the FIR waveguide laser as a function of the cavity length for
various CO puraplines in CH OH and CH OD with the 13 mm inner diameter quart?:
waveguide. The primed symbols in the interferograms indicate higher order trans
versal modes.

Bean and Perkowitz

have tabulated the strongest emission lines of taese

media with their relative strengths in a 40 mm dielectric waveguide. The re
lative strengths of the results shown in Fig.II.4 are compared witn their
results in table II.1. It is clear from this table that the 13 mm diameter
waveguide shows an optimum performance at wavelengths of the order of 100 ym
and that its performance rapidly degrades for longer wavelengths, consistent
η τ
sin
with the λ /d

scaling behaviour of a dielectric waveguide '

waveguide the longer wavelengths m

. With a 25 nm

table II.1 (λ=699.5,471 and 417.1 μπι)

could be observed but at the expense of a loss of power at the shorter wave
lengths.
It can also be observed that the interferograns in Fig. II.4 show only
a few higher order transversal nodes (manifesting themselves as weaker peaks
between the main peaks with the same periodicity). For snorter wavelengths
an increasing number of these higher order transversal modes can propagate
in the waveguide. Fig.II.5a shows this dramatically for λ=57 pm and λ=46.7
Um in CH OD. The spectrum is so complex that no clear periodicity can be
observed. Indentification of emission lines can only be achieved with an ad
ditional Fabry Perot spectrum analyser. The Fabry Perot consists of two
parallel metal meshes of which one is translatable. The meshes have been
chosen to have a high reflection coefficient tne wavelength of interest (see
appendix). Whenever the mesh spacing is an integer number of half wavelengths
the system becomes transparant. Fig. II.5b shows the transmission of t m s
Fabry Perot against mesh dispacement for three position of the FIR laser mir
ror separation (indicated in Fig. II.5a) . The measurements reveal the pre
sence of two FIR wavelengths (λ=57 μπι and λ=46.7 μιη) which can either be pre
sent simultaneously or individually . During the cyclotron resonance mea
surements this procedure was used to identify the desired wavelength and to
be sure that no other wavelengths were present at the same time.
FIR output powers are typically 1 mW. The very strong λ=118.8 μπι in
CH OH produces 40 mW, while the weak lines (λ=41.6 am, λ=254 \im (CH OH) are
typically less than 0.1 mW. The powers were derived from the sensitivity
(10V/W) of a P3-01 Molectron pyroelecric detector. The conversion efficiency
for λ=11θ.θ μπι is approximately 3% of the theoretical quantum efficiency,
which is of the same order as the best FIR systems.
The amplitude stability of tne system after an hour warm up tune was
typically 10% amplitude variation in 10 minutes. There are several factors
which contribute to the system instability. The most important contribution
stems from a drift of the CO

frequency caused by a variation in the CO
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1.5 The output of the FIR waveguide laser as a function of the
cavity length for the 9R8 CO
pumpline in CH OD (upper t r a c e ) .
Due to the complexity of the spectrum, FIR emission lines can
only b e identified with a Fabry Perot spectrum analyser. The
lower trace shows the transmission of the Fabry Perot interferometer as a function of the mirror displacement for the
peaks indicated by a,b and с in the FI R spectrum, a is identif led as λ=57 μιη, с as λ=46.7 μιη and b c o n t a m s simultaneously
both w a v e l e n g t h s .

cavity lenath under optimal conditions. Active cavity length stabilisation
of the C 0 7 laser resulted in a reduction of the FIR amplitude variations to
a few percent. Deviations from optimal conditions like a slight misalignment
of the CO- cavity, contamination of tno optics or inhomogeneities in the
discharge lead to a mode pattern of the CO

beam which deviates from a Gaus-

sian. When this occurs, the spatial power distribution (mode pattern), the
frequency, and the power of the CO

beam are generally unstable, leading to

instabilities in the FIR output. A principal instability is formed by the
feedback of part of the CO

radiation from the FIR laser into the CO

laser

This small feedback is amplified in the laser and this leads to instabilities of the CO

laser. It has been shown recently

that the use of a FIR

ring cavity eliminates this latter source of instability. A similar instability arises if part of the FIR is reflected back into the FIR cavity from
the experiment. Finally, in some cases, probably caused by a slight misalignment of the incouplmg of the CO. beam in the FIR cavity, the magnetic
field has a drastic effect on the FIR output, reajcing the output at maximum field (B=15T) to a few percent of the output at B=0. Apparently the
strayfield of the Bitter magnet worsened the alignment. To avoid problems
arising from the overall system instability the measuring signal was divided by a reference signal during the experiments.

II.4

The pulsed optically pumped FIR system

While the preceding section was concerned witn a laser system for CW
FIR power, here a modification of the system for the production of short FIR
pulses will be described. This pulsed system was used to determine the electronic Landau level lifetimes in n-GaAs as described in section III.3. Fig.
II.6 shows the schematic arrangement of the pulsed FIR system. The CO
laser and the FIR laser are basically identical to the system used for the
CW operation (Fig.II.3), with the exception of a rotating folding mirror inserted in the CO

cavity, and the elimination of one Brewster window, while

incouplmg the FIR cavity is achieved with a ZnSe lens instead of a sphen-'
cal mirror.
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Fig II.6 Schematic outline of the modified optically pumped FIR laser
system for the production of short FIR pulses.

II.4.1

Performance of the Q-switched CO

To produce CO

pulses the CO

laser

resonator is Q-switched by rotating the

folding mirror with an air driven turbine, producing a pulse whenever the
mirror is in the aligned position. Two different operation modes are emplo
yed:
1. Q-switching with a constant current through the plasma tube
2. Q-switching with a pulsed current, synchronised with the rotating mirror,
through the plasma tube
The second operation mode will be referred to as EQ-switching.
Current pulses can be produced (o.5 \is - 300 us pulse length and
0-200 mA pulse height) by switching the conductance of the pass tube, used
for the current stabilisation. Synchronisation of the current pulse and the
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II.7 Peak output powdr of the Q-switched CO laser in the 9P branch
of the CO„ spectrum. The open bars correspond to the peak output
in the conventional Q-switched operation mode with an optimal
current of 10 mA and the solid bars to the peak output in the
EQ-switched operation mode with an optimal pulsed current of
100 mA during 200 ps at 48 Hz, 118 Hz and 205 Hz Q-switch
repetition frequency.
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Fig.II.8
Pulseshapes of the 9РІ0 CO line for
four different Q-switch repetition fre
quencies. It is showm that ν =270Hz
corresponds to the optimal Q-switch
velocity for this line.
Vi

m

HZ

156 Нг

236 Hz

270 Hz
100 ns
1 1

Q-switch is accomplished with a trigger signal derived from the position of
the rotating mirror using a HeNe laser and a detector (See Fig II.6). This
trigger signal is fed into an adjustable delay and timing circuit to start
the discharge current pulse at the right moment and with an adjustable length.
In the Q-switched operation mode the optimum current through the plasma tube
was 10 mA (further increasing the current reduced the signal), while in the
EQ-switched mode tne optimum current was a pulse of 100 mA during 200 ys.
The pulsed current mode results in an increase of the CO

laser gain due to

an increase of the CO» population inversion. The peak power outputs of both
operation modes, at optimum current conditions for throe different angular
frequencies of the rotating mirror is shown in Fig. II.7 for the 9P branch of
the CO„ spectrum. This figure clearly shows than in the EQ-switched opera
tion mode, much higher peak powers can be obtained at higher repetition fre
quencies. It is especially important for the use of the CO

laser as a pump

that high peak powers are obtained in transitions relatively far from the
centre of the 9P branch (located at the 9P20).
Fig. II.8 shows the CO

pulseshape for a given CO

line (9РІ0 in this

case) as a function of the angular velocity of the roting mirror. It shows
that a single pulse output is obtained at an optimum frequency of 270 Hz.
The CO» pulseshapes depend on the gain in the CO» cavity and on the angular
velocity of the rotating mirror; tne higher the gain, the higher the opti
mal velocity. The CO

laser gain depends on the emission line and is the

highest at the 9P20 line. Therefore the optimum frequency of 270 Hz in the
9РІ0 will be higher for emission lines closer to the 9P20 and lower for lines
20

farther away. In this respect Fig II.7 is misleading because the peak power
of all emssion lines is measured with the same angular velocity, w m e n is
not the optimal velocity.

II.4.2

Pulse detection

Several detectors have been used to detect the CO
The CO

pulse power was determined with a calibrated

and the FIR pulses.

(Molectron P3-01)

detector which was also used to detect the strongest FIR emission lines.
A Golay cell was used as an integrating detector with a flat spectral
response.The values for the output powers of the observed FIR laser lines
were obtained from an absolute measurement of the power m

the strongest

lines with the pyroelectnc detector and the relative amplitudes determined
with tne Golay cell. The FIR pulseshapes were detected with the n-GaAs
sample that was used m

the experiments in section III.3. This detector was

mounted in the variable temperature cryostat of a superconducting magnet
14
system . At zero magnetic fields n-GaAs detectors show an optimum responsivity between 60 \ira and 400 um

. With a magnetic field the energy separa

tion between the Is and the 2p,m=+l donor states can be varied. In this case
the detector shows an enhanced sensitivity at the frequency corresponding
to the energy level separation and the n-GaAs sample serves as a selective
detector (See chapter III and ref. 16). With an 8T field (as was available
from the superconductive magnet), this photoconductive peak can be varied
between 70 pm and 250 μιη. The wavelength region of optimum performance of
the n-GaAs detector either at zero magnetic field or using the donor
transition is very well matched to the region of optimum performance of the
laser system with the 13 mm waveguide.
At the operating conditions the detector impedance is very high
(^ 10
al

Ω ) . Therefore a circuit was used similar as the one used by Kohl et

, in which the detector was biased with a constant current source and

the ac voltage drop over the sample was measured with a 50Ω input impedance
preamplifier whose input was blocked for dc current with a capacitor.
This circuit (See Fig II.9) leads to a very fast responsivity, down to 5 ns
limited by the cable impedance, but in a loss of signal proportional to the
ratio between 50Ω and the detector impedance. The signal of the n-GaAs sample
itself increases with decreasing temperature due to the increased sample
resistance, but on the other hand a high sample resistance decreases the
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Table II.2
Pulsed FIR laser l^nes in CH OH and CH OD.Tne pulsewidth is defined as the
width at half maximum; the risetime and thp decaytime as the time between
10% and 90% of the maximum amplitude.
Molecule

COj pumpline

9P34

CH OH

70.6

380

5

Pulsewidth
(ns)

Risetime
(ns)

200"

80

Decaytime
(ns)
270

204°

420

Ь

60

45

60

9P36

118.8

500

>10

100

40

120

9P38

193.2

380

5

170

40

170

198.8

380

5

170

40

170

62Х

300

<1

10R16

CH OD

Wavelength
Optimum
Peak power
(μιη)
pressure (mTorr)
(W)

9P6
Tí

9P10
9P30
9R6

Я

9R8

78

300

<1

208 Х

300

<1

134.7

300

5

100

40

100

229.1

300

5

80

40

110

133

400

5

90

50

90

103

500

>10

120

45

150

320

>10

55

20

60

280

< 1

282

Х

57

χ New FIR line
хх New pumpline
о Observed with dc Stark effect

Fiq. II.9
Electrical circuit used for
the n-GaAs sample for the de
tection of FIR pulses.

TO BOXCAR
—¥

signal at the 50Ώ input impedance. Therefore the optimal conditions corres
ponded to a temperature of 12K and a current resulting in a field of Iv/cm
over the sample.
During the experiments the CO

pulses were monitored with a PbSnTe

photovoltaic detector, and the FIR pulses with the n-GaAs sample. The FIR
signal was amplified with a PAR 115 preamplifier which also supplied the
bias current through the sample. Both the CO. pulses and the FIR pulses were
averaged with a PAR 162 double Boxcar integrator, which was triggered with
the timing and delay circuit (See Fig. II.6). The Boxcar outputs were recor
ded on a Kipp BD 31 double pens recorder.

II.4.3

Performance of the system.

Table II.2 summarises the observed FIR pulsed emission lines in CH OH
and CH OD. The wavelengths in table II.2 were determined by scanning the
FIR cavity length while monitoring the output with the Golay cell. If a
wavelength coincided with a more accurate wavelength determination reported
in the literature

, the latter value was assigned to the observed wavelength.

Fourteen lines have been found in the range between 57 ym and 282 ym
corresponding to the range of optimum performance of both the FIR cavity
and the n-GaAs detector. Four of these lines have not been reported before
in the literature, while two of them were found at new pumplines(9P10 and
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Fig.II.10 Typical FIR pulses as observed with the EQ-switched laser system;
a,b and с show the dependence of the FIR pulswidth on the Q-switch
repetition frequency, d and e show the interesting case that two
different FIR wavelengths are excited with the same C0„ pulse and
have very different pulseshapes and delays. The two pulses in d
were taken at two different FIR cavity lengths, while e was taken
at a FIR cavity length where both pulses were present simultaneous
ly. с and d show how the FIR pulses occur within the CO pulse
duration.

and 9R6) for CH^OD. One line in CH OH with λ=204 ym was observed before
18
under application of an electric field of 1.4 kv/cm to the FIR cavity
(Stark effect). Most of the FIR lines were not observed in the conventional
Q-switched operation mode , except for the stronger CW lines λ=118.8 um and
λ=70.6 pm and the lines in the 10R16 for CH OH. However the output of these
lines was typically a factor 20 weaker as observed in the EQ-switched opera
tion mode.
Fig. 11.10 shows typical FIR pulseshapes that were observed. The FIR
pulseshapes are characterized by a steep rise, a slower decay, a pulsewidth at half maximum, usually comparable with the decay time and the time
24

between the beginning of the CO

pulse and the FIR pulse. At optimum pressures

the FIR pulses are only present within the duration of the exciting CO. pulse
As can be seen from table II.2 the times which characterize the pulseshape
are different for different FIR lines. This is demonstrated in Fig Il.lOd
and e, where the very interesting case is shown that two pulses arising from
different FIR transitions (λ=70.6 \im and λ=204 vm) pumped with the same CO
line(9P34) can have very different pulseshapes and pulse delaytimes. The
risetime and the pulse delaytime (wiich is the built-up time of the FIR pulse)
are both determined by the amplification in the cavity, which depends on the
strength of the population inversion and on the transition matrix element.
Both these times decrease as the amplification in the cavity increases. The
rapid increase of the FIR stimulated emission (the loadirg edge of the pulse)
quickly depletes the population inversion which is built up by the part of
the CO

pulse in the the delaytime, and consequently the FIR pulse decreases.
-1
The decaytime of the pulse is determined by the rotational relaxation (τ
A J
-7
-G
2

in Fig, II.2) , which is of the order of 10

- 10

s for pressures of a few

hundred mT, and by the lifetime of a photon in the cavity, which is determined
by the cavity length and the cavity losses. Together the nsetine and the
decaytime determine the resulting pulsewidth. The preceding discussion
explains tne steep rise and the slow decay observed in all FIR pulses.
However, the parameters which determine the values of the characterizing
times of the FIR pulses will in general be different for different transi
tions, as is indeed observed (table II.2).
Fig. 11.11 shows the dependence of the FIR pulsewidth on the

CO

pulsewidth. The linear relation between these two, yielding a proportiona
lity factor between 1/2 and 1/7 for different transitions is typical for
most of the FIR pulses. The energy conversion efficiency (FIR pulse energy
to C 0 9 pulse energy) can be calculated from the CO

pulsewidth

and the FIR

pulsewidth and the peak powers of the pulses. The resulting conversion
efficiency is

^ 10

, which is of the same order as that observed in the

CW system.
The performance of the system can be compared with other methods to pro
duce short FIR pulses with optically pumped systems. Most of the FIR lines
3-4
which are tabulated as pulsed emissions
make use of a mechanically or elec
trically chopped CO laser as a pump, with pulse duration of typically
19-24
200 ys and powers of 200W
and do not produce pulses short enough to be
usefull in time resolved experiments to investigate electronic lifetimes.
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Fig. 11.11 The observed dependence of the FIR pulsewidth on the CO pulse
width for different FIR wavelengths. The CO pulselengtfi is
varied by the angular velocity of the CO Q-switch. The linear
relation between the two pulsewidths is typical for most of the
observed FIR pulses.

Conventional CO

ft

Q-switching has up to now only found limited application '

and is only used m

cases where the CO

emission branches. CO

7^ι

pump line is in the centre of the CO

-Transversal Excited Atmosfenc (TEA) lasers have been
-7 1
producing pulses of typically 10
s ,

used as a pump for CH F,D О and NH

but in one case pulses as short as Ins on D o and CH F have been reported
η Q

with mode locked optical pumpirg

. For methanol, which exhibits a wealth of

CW FIR lines (over 100 lines reported), only seven lines have been reported
with a TEA-CO» laser as a pump

. The reason for this fact is that al

though a CO -TEA laser produces high power pulses ('VMW) , its g a m bandwidth
(3.5 GHz) is very large compared to the absorption oandwidth of the CH OH
molecule ( M O MHz). The majority of the seven reported lines could in fact
only be observed when the CO

-TEA laser output was spectracally matched to
27
coupler or

the methanol absorption line with an ingeneous Micholson output
with a étalon

. This way not only the conversion efficiency but also the ab-

solute FIR output was increased m

spite of a reduction of the pump energy.

Nevertheless the power output of this system was 1W and the conversion
26

efficiency is one to two orders of magnitude less than the conversion efficiency obtained with the Eg switched laser system.

II.5

The magnet system

With the exception of section III.3 all experiments reported in this thesis were done with a Bitter-coil of the Ni]megen High Magnetic Field installation. The experiments in section III.3 were performed with the combined
superconducting magnet-variable temperature cryostat system described by
14
J.A.A.J. Perenboom . A Bitter magnet consists of a stack of copper discs with
a radial slit of a few mm separated by isolation discs. The isolation discs
also have a radial slit and isolate

the copper discs electrically from each

other except for the area where they have slit. The copper discs and the isolation discs are stacked in such a way that the current path effectively forms
a spiral. The whole stack is tightly pressed between a top and bottom flange
through a set of bolts and rods. For cooling purposes water is pressed through
axial canals which are formed by holes in both the isolation discs and the
copper discs, located in such a way that when stacked they form an axial canal.
The spatial distribution of these canals is calculated to balance heat gereration and cooling capacity throughout the stack.
To generate high magnetic fields in a Bitter magnet, huge currents (20kA)
which due to the dissipating in the copper discs leads to huge powers (6MW)
that have to be cooled, are nescessary. For these reasons the magnet itself is
much smaller than the energising and cooling system needed to operate it.
Fig 11.12 shows the schematic outline of the Ni]megen High Magnetic Field
laboratory. The power supply consists of two units, of 3 MW each, consisting
of a transformer diode rectifier, and a passive and an active filter. Tney can
be operated either parallel or separately. Both power supplies have a 100%
overload capacity for one minute. The current through the magnet, and consequently the magnetic field is adjusted by a reference voltage which can be
supplied

by either a set decapot voltage dividers or with an external vol-

tage from a sweep generator. Specifications of the energy system and the magnet used are given in table II.3.
The cooling system consists a primary circuit containing de-ionised water
which is pressed through tne magnet with pumps, and a secondary circuit which
cools the water from the primary circuit in heat exchangers to the desired
entrance temperature. The water in this secondary circuit is in turn cooled
27
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Fig 11.12 Schematic outline of the Nijmegen High Magnetic Fields Laboratory

by ice which is created in an ice bunker through an absorption cooling machine.
The capacity of this ice bunker is 150 tons of ice which allows three hours
continuous operating at full power. The capacity of the absorption cooling
machine implies that it takes 16 hours to make a new supply of 150 tons of ice.

Table 11.3
Specifications of the Bitter magnet system.
Power supply

Primary voltage

lOkV(ac)

Secondary voltage

0-300V(dc)

Secondary current

0-1 OkA

Short term current stability

0.01% of setting

Speed of control

ЗО /s

Current error for constant dl/dt

<0.1% at dI/dt<110A/s
i.e. dB/dt<0.15T/s

Magnet

Max. field strength

15T

Homogeneity

10

Height

54 cm

Diameter

65 cm

Number of copper discs

190

Bore

60 mm

Field factor

in 1cm sphere

B=0

0.727 T/kA

B=15T

0.723 T/kA
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CHAPTERIII
ÇAB5ÎER_^DISTRIBUTI0N_BY_CYCL0TR0N_raS0NANCE_ABS0RPTI0N_IN_n r GaA

III.l

Introduction

This chapter deals with the investigation of the change in the static
conductivity due to cyclotron resonance. This effect will be analysed in detail and it is shown that the effect, known as 'cross modulation', is ultimately related to the carrier redistribution in a non-degenerate semiconductor under cyclotron resonance conditions.
One possibility to do cyclotron resonance experiments in semiconductors
is the technique of measuring cyclotron resonance by measuring simply the dc
photoconductivity which shows a readily observable peak under cyclotron resonance conditions. This tecinique is used since a long time, it is applicable to most semiconductors and is so sensitive that selective detectors are
based on it. It is generally believed that this cross modulation technique
gives exactly the same information as the more direct absorption measurement
(references can be found in the more specific introductions in III.2, III.3,
III.4). However, the underlying mechanism of the cross modulation effect
itself has never been investigated and discussed, despite widespread use. The
cross modulation effect is rather intriguing, because normally pnotoconductivity involves the creation of extra free carriers (by excitation across the
band gap, or from a bound state into the band). This does not appear to be
the case in the situation of cross modulation, as cyclotron resonance involves
a transition of a free electron between two band states in the conduction
band. Although this has never been proved explicitely, most authors suggested
an energy dependence of the mobility as the origin of the effect. This energy dependence can manifest itself as a temperature dependence or as an electric field dependence of the mobility (leading to a non-ohmic behaviour). Due
to the electron-electron interaction a thermodynamical equilibrium is set up and
the electron distribution function can be described by a Maxwell-Boltzman
distribution, and therefore an effective temperature can be attributed to tne
system. This so called hot or warm effective electron temperature concept is
generally used to interpret the electric field dependence of the mobility.
However, this concept is clearly not applicable to a situation where only a
few carriers are excited optically from the lowest to the next Landau level;

31

in this case, the energy distribution of the electrons over the different
levels is not due to the electron interaction and the distribution can in
general not be described by a simple Maxwell-Boltzman distribution. Besides,
the strong orbital quantisation of the motion of the electrons at cyclotron
resonance leads to a different behaviour of the mobility in high magnetic
fields compared with measurement at zero magnetic field. This type of considerations inspired the present investigation of the effect.
Section III.2 is primarily concerned with the separate determination of
the contribution of the change in the mobility and the change in the free
carrier density of the conductivity change in the cross modulation experiment. It will be shown that the change in the free carrier density is the
main reason for this conductivity change in n-GaAs. Therefore, these experiments allow a direct determination of the number of excited carriers under
cyclotron resonance conditions from the measured change in the conductivity.
If, in addition, the associated absorption of the radiation is measured as
well, it is possible to determine the lifetime of the excited carriers. This
method is explained in III.3. Section III.4 contains a more detailed discussion of the results.
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MECHANISM OF CYCLOTRON RESONANCE INDUCED CONDUCTIVITY IN n-GaAs
Η J A. Bluyssen, J C. Maan, L J. van Ruyven*, F. Williams''' and P. Wyder
Research Institute for Materials. University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, Nijmegen, The Netherlands
(Received 6 October 1977 by Λ R MieJema)
A detailed mechanism is proposed and vanfied experimentally for
Cyclotron Resonance Induced Conductivity (CRIC, cross modulation) at
high magnetic inductions and low electric fields. The principal feature is
thermal re-equihbration from donors to optically-depleted Landau levels,
thus increasing carrier density. Cyclotron Resonance Induced Hall-effect
(CRIH) measurements on n-type GaAs prove that CRIC originates from
changes in carrier density and not in mobility as previously proposed.
This mechanism also explains the observed temperature dependence of
CRIC

IT IS WELL KNOWN that cyclotron resonance
μ = 7610 cm2/Vsec at Τ = 300 К, thickness 19 μπ\),
absorption of radiation by the free carriers of a semi
while the CRIH was measured on an especially made
conductor may have a pronounced effect on the
Hall-sample (л = 1 50 χ Ю " cm" 3 ,μ = 7204cm2/Vsec
conductivity especially for low temperatures This
at T= 300 K. thickness 14 3μΓη) of the same material.
effect is known as "cross-modulation" or Cyclotron
Extrinsic thermal carriers and low electric fields were
Resonance Induced Conductivity (CRIC) and was used
used, thus avoiding complications arising from photoand described by several authors [1 4] as a very
created carriers and from excitations due to high
sensitive method to detect cyclotron resonance in
electric fields.
semiconductors. Sometimes a decrease, sometimes an
To characterize the material, standard Hall measure
increase of resistivity is found. Although a number of
ments were carried out as a function of temperature and
suggestions about the underlying mechanism have been
the magnetic field strength. All our CR-measurements
given, the effect has never been analyzed and understood were done in the temperature range from 10- 30 К and
in detail. It is the purpose of this paper to present a
at magnetic inductions of 10.5 T, corresponding to a
detailed mechanism of CRIC for a simple system, which
resonant radiation of λ = 70.6 μπι and an effective mass
exhibits an increase in conductivity only, and to
оГО,069то This far infrared radiation was obtained
verify it experimentally As a mechanism we assume a
from an optically pumped (CO2) CH3OII laser of which
thermal equilibration from donors to optically-depleted
the output of 2 mW in the 70 6 μιη line was attenuated
Landau levels, thus increasing the earner density. We
to about 20 μW at the sample These values for the field
verify this mechanism in GaAs by means of Cyclotron
В and the temperature Г ensure that the necessary con
Resonance Induced Hall Effect (CRIH)-, photocon
ditions for "high field Hall effect" (Hall factor rH = 1
ductivity (CRIC)-, and power transmission (PT)[8]) and negligible occupation of thc.V^O Landau
measurements As a check, CRIC and PT are studied as
levels (h¿c > кТ) are fulfilled
a function of temperature as well Though the effect
In general, a change Δσ in the conductivity a due to
has been observed in several different semiconductors
the absorbed power could arise from differences in
like Ge [3, 4 ] , AgBr [5], CdTc [6], and GaAs [7], we
mobilities among the different Landau levels, or from a
have chosen for our measurements n-typc GaAs,
change Δη in the total number of charge carriers in all
because of its simple conduction band structure, i.e a
the Landau levels Because of Ιιω,- > kT, the carriers
single direct minimum and an isotropic effective
present in the N = 1 Landau level due to thermal
electron mass (m* = 0 06Sni0). The PT- and CRICexcitation can be neglected. Defining no as the thermal
measurements were performed on the same sample
equilibrium density of carriers in theJV = 0 Landau
5
-3
(free earner density n= 1.63 χ 10' cm , mobility
level, «, as the density of the-carriers in theyV = 1 level
due to steady-state cyclotron resonance absorption, Δμ
as the difference in mobilities of the Λ' = 1 and TV = 0
Philips' Research Laboratory, Eindhoven, The
levels, and μο as the mobility for the N = 0 level, we have
Netherlands.
t Department of Physics, University of Delaware,
Newark, DE 19711, U S.A.
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Fig 1 (a) Typical recorder (racings of Cyclotron Resonance Induced Hall effect (F H ) and Cyclotron Resonance
Induced Conductivity (V,) for different polarities of the magnetic induction В and the current / (b) Power
absorption and change in conductivity The peak at lower fields is the ls-2p* donor transition, the peak at higher
fields is due to cyclotron resonance
The first term describes the effect from a change in
carrier density, the second from a mobility difference.
To separate these two possible effects, CRIH was
measured since in the high magnetic field limit (rH = 1)
the Hall voltage is determined by the number of
earners only
Typical far infrared PT-, CRIH-, and CRIC-measurements as a function of the magnetic field В are given in
Fig 1, showing the free carrier cyclotron resonance
transition together with the \s-2p* Zeeman transition
at respectively 10 52 and 7 74 Τ This last value is in
good agreement with a linearly extrapolated value from
previous observations at longer wavelengths [9j The
CR transition corresponds to an effective mass of
(0 069 ± 0 001 )ma, in good agreement with the generally
accepted value of 0 068»ΐο [7] The Hall effect measure
ments [Fig 1 (a)] show that a true cyclotron resonance
34

induced Hall effect is observed Since the Hall measure
ments have been carried out in the high magnetic
induction limit, this effect can only arise from an
increase in the free carrier density Finally, since the
ratio of the peak amplitudes of the \s-7p* and CR
signal is within our measuring accuracy, the same for
CRIH and CRIC, and since the ls-2p* transition is well
known to be due to a simple earner excitation, it must
be concluded that CRIC involves a change in the number
of carriers only At this point it may be noted that the
absence of the mobility differences is somewhat sur
prising, considering that a number of authors [2,4] have
proposed energy-dependent mobility as the dominant
mechanism However, a careful consideration of Halland drift mobilities (which are equal at these high
magnetic fields) compared with the velocity of the
electron in the cyclotron orbit reveals that only the

Vol 25, No 11

latter is strongly dependent on Landau level This
distinction may reconcile the discrepancy between
mobilities derived from resonance line width and those
from Hall measurements [7] as well
The change ol the number of free carriers due to
cyclotron resonant absorption can be calculated in the
following way In the absence of the far infrared
radiation thermal equilibrium exists between electrons
in donor states and electrons in the Λ' = 0 Landau level
(as noted earlier, thermal occupancy of JV = 1 is
neglected) The far infrared absorption creates carriers
in V= 1 ,at the expense of carriers in N = 0, however,
thermal re-equilibration will tend to replenish the popu
lation of carriers in the Λ = 0 level A steady state
distribution among Landau and donor levels develops
which can be analyzed by detailed balance The follow
ing solution is obtained from combining results with and
without the cyclotron resonance absorption
Δπ

"ι
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Fig 2 Change in conductivity under cyclotron resonance
where ND and NA are donor and acceptor concentra
conditions m n GaAs as a function of temperature The
tions n, is the number of excited carriers, proportional
theoretical model (solid line) was fitted to the data
to the absorbed power / ^ and the τ, the lifetime of the using A as a parameter The result is a product of two
N = 1 Landau level (assuming that the radiation density thermal effects shown separately as the doited lines
(1) Donor exhaustion, neglecting temperature depend
is low enough so that only spontaneous emission occurs)
enee of the absorption cocfficienl, taking ( 1 — exp
The peak power absorption for cyclotron resonance
Сяо/АЯ) for illustrative purposes arbitrarily as 0 75
transitions is given by
(2) Increasing carrier replenishment due to the increasing
absorption coefficient, taking (ND — NA — n0)l
(3) (N —N ) as unity
flill
"1
D
A
where P0 is the incident power, η is the total free
electron density, Дй is the width at half maximum in
units of magnetic induction, and Cis a proportionality
constant, which includes among other things the
transition matrix clement and the sample thickness
The oscillator strength is assumed to be independent of
temperature We combine equation (2), after substi
tutmg Πι, and equation (3) to give
1

J

ND-NA

(4)

where A collects constants The constant С was
determined from the temperature dependence of power
transmission, and the measured number of carriers from
the Hall measurements, only A is left as an adjustable
parameter which was fitted to the experimental data of
Δσ, The result is shown in Fig 2 The mechanism
explains the essential characteristics of the temperature
dependence of Δσ, ι e an increase below 20 К due to
the increased power absorption, and a decrease above
20 К due to the fact that not every excited carrier is
replenished because of exhaustion of the donors The
derivation of equation (4) is based on neglecting

absorption among the higher Landau levels N> 1 (which
is expected to reduce Δσ at the higher temperatures),
and from assuming that μ and τ (as well as the radiative
transition matrix element below 14 K) are temperature
mdependent
We also note that the proposed mechanism explains
the high sensitivity of cyclotron resonance induced
conductivity at low temperatures The final factor of
equation (4), obtained from equation (3), may be then
taken as unity and Δσ/σ is maximal and constant,
independent of «o The physical reason for this is that
for low absorption both absorption and conductivity
depend linearly on n0 Because of the lack of phonons
with high enough energies, the replenishment time
becomes long at low temperatures leading to a small no
Therefore the same temperature dependence is found in
the denominator as well as in the numerator causing
Δσ/σ to be independent of temperature, or stated
differently of the number of carriers
In conclusion, for n-GaAs in high magnetic fields
cyclotron reasonance induced conductivity (cross
modulation) for n-GaAs originates from the change in
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carrier density thermal repleiiisnmeni ol the opticallydepleted lower Landau levéis explains the increase in
carrier density and its temperature-dependence, and the
transport mobility is found to be independent ot the
Landau level Measurements of CR1H and CRIC on the
same sample will allow a determination ot the individual
transport mobilities of the lowest Landau levels As indi
cated by our model, it seems to be possible to measure

Vol 25, No 11

directly the times tor thermal equilibration with pulsed
CRIC experiments
We are pleased to thank A van fctteger and В Tan
for their valuable contributions to the experimental
part of this work and С Ρ Damen of the Philips'
Research Laboratories lor preparing the samples Part of
this work has been supported by the "Stichting voor
Fundamenteel Onder¿oek der Materie" (ЮМ)
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III.3

DFTERMINATICN OF LANDAJ LEVEL I IFETIMES IN ^-GaAs
H J A

Bljysben, J С

Maan aid P. Wyder

Research Institute for Vat^nals, Un versity of Nijicegei,
Toerrociveld, \i 0 negen, The Netherlands
(Received Ь May 1979 by A R

Miedoma)

The lifetime of electrons in the first excited Landau level of n-GaAs ia
detern.ned f'-oii a combinaticn of neasureTien^s o*4 far ^frarec
cyc^oz^on
resonance induced abscrptioi and со du.c+i ity changr values of Τ of the
order of 10~6ς for densities of excited electrons of lO1^ сл-З and a
teTiperatлте dependence of T-2 7 are fojrd. Ar upper ini* 'or the N = 0
Landau le/el tc concr rcoiibirat'or tire cf tne orde" о^* ^0~9s was
derived frcrr pu_sed conduc'ivity ireasureirerts

Recent-y two different methods have been
ι ?
reported » to determine the lifetime of elec
trons in the N =
Landau level in n-InSb чу
cyclotron resonarce absorption. G o m x et a-..
determined this lifetime from saturation absorp
tionraeasureicentswith anopt.cajly pj^ped
no_ecular laser, ^ l l e r and G o r n k ^ jsed obser
vations of the transient decay cf the pnetcconductivity following pulsed f&r infrared
excitation.
In this paper a new method s presented to
determine the Landau level lifetime from a com
bination of measurements of the far infrared.
cyclotron resonance induced absorption and con
ductivity change in n-GaAs. The observed ..ifet^mee which are of the order of 10"Ôs for
electron densities in the excited level of
1C^' cm"3 suggest acoustic phonon scattering as
the dominant relaxation process and are corsistent with upper limits determined from
pulsed excitation measuremerts The lifetime
shows further a temperature dependence of T~2.7
for temperature values of Τ = 11 К - Зч К from
pulsed cyclotron resonance induced conductivity
measurements an up-cer l.mit of the order of
10-9s for the lifetime of the h = 0 Landau
level i.e. the recombination-time to the donor
ground state is derived,
As shown in a previous рагог^ the mechanism
underlying the change in the conductivi*-/ urder
cyclotron resonance conditions can be described
by a three level model (see Fig 1) Excitation
of e-ectrons from the lowest Landau leve- (2)
to the first excited Landau level (3) is follow
ed by thermal equilibration of electrons from
the donor ground state (1) to the depleted
lowest Landau level, thus increasing the free
carrier density (Δη) and therefore the conduc
tivity. This process can be described by the
following set of rate equations
1
-t12n1 + t
.-1
12П1

dn 3 /dt = W(n,2 - n 3

where W denotes the induced transition rate of
cyclotron resonant abscrptio": ^he electrons
wh ch а и е excited tc the "4 = 1 ..andau level
relax to the N = С Lanc.au state and the doror
ground state with the transition rates t 3 ¿ and
t^] respectively. The electrors occupying the
lowest „andeu state "etu^-n to гЬе donor ground
statp with the recombination rate to] and the
reverse process occurs with t ^
It is further
assunea -hat t^] << töi ard that at thermal
equi_ior-um nQ = 0.
From the steady state condition for the
rate equations, i.e dn /dt = 0, the conservation of electrons n^ + ^2 + п^ = п^ + n^, and
•che detailed oa_ance at thermal equilibnun,
n
rlnÇ
1 == *2і п 2» o n e c a n s ^ o w that the absorption
coefficient a is given by the following expressio-

(n2-n3:

W hu

(2)

where I is the intensity of radiation at the
sample, and

Я

Τ = (2t,

(t

Ì2

Φ

(3)

For the relative change -n the conductivity one
obtains,
Δσ/σ = un/n

= (rg+r^-ngl/ng

'1

(U)

l o
о
η, • η 2
The electronic -ifet.me Τ
with Τ ι
M - "3?
follows directly from bq. ( 2 ) , (i) and

(Ί)
"32"3

^зг-з

Ьш Δσ

W(n,
2 "3'

"зг'з

(ι)

о '1

'г —

(5)
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bnergy level structure of the doner ground state (1) and
tie two lovest conducticr bard states (?) anc (3) .n a
magnetic field
-1
tion rate,

W denotes the radiation md-iced transit

and t_ 0 aesc-ibe :hc relaxation rates

betvecn the different -evels.

shevng that T·! car be calculated frort the
relative change in the conductivity Δσ/σ, the
absorptior coefficient a, the carrier density
П2 ard the nuirber of unionized d o m r s
г^ = N Q - Кд - пЯ at tnerma- equ^l^b^-um Δσ/σ
was measured as a re_ative change *η the
voltage over the sample under constant current
cond tions, П2 vas determired fror Hall-effect
measuremertb as a farctior of terperature The
peak absorption coefficient α was calculated
from the transmission data by usirg
α = [ln(W7W") + ( r W ' / W ) 2 - r 2 ]/d, where г is
the reflectance of each заліріе surface, d is
the sample thickness and W* and V are the in
tensities off and on resonance. The samples
vere chosen such that a, d < ' to minmize
errors due to variation of the absorbed power
within the sample.
Fig. ? shows the values of T^ as a func
tion of the tenperatjre deduced fron measureirerts on an n-GaAs sample of the following
characteristics η = 1.6 χ Ю 1 ^ cm-3,
μ - 7610 cm ^ V - U - 1 at Τ = 300 К. Both the
transmission ana the conductivity were measured
ir the Faraday configuration in the temperature
range from Τ = 11 К to 31* К and with far infra
red radiation from a cw optically pumped ΓΗ-,ΟΗ
laser. The OJtput power of the CH3OH laser of
10 mW at λ = 118.Θ urr was attenuated to aboJt
10 M W at the sample. The change in the trans
mission of the radiation due to the cyclotron
resonant absorption was detected by a l_qu^d
holiun cooled Si-bolometer.
The calculated values of T. vary from
5 x IC-Ös at 11 К to 2.10-9s at З^ К for num
bers of excited carriers Irom Г3 = 1.1 χ
1 0 1 1 cm-3 to П3 = 0.12 χ 1 0 1 1 cm-3 respectively
and show a temperature dependence of T~2«7
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(See τ? g. ? ).Tbe rragmtude of the observed
lifetime ard its teirperature deperaence suggest
acoustic phonon scattering as the dominant
relaxation processai1* »5,
From the steady state analyses of the
th"eo level model it fol_ows that the life
times carnot be obtained from steady state
measurements Ir order to get at least some
quantitative experimertal corfirrcation about
tnesc -L.fet-.sies ve also measured the conduc
tivity response of the n-GaAs sample to a
far infrared pulse uude* cyclotror resonance
corditicns. The far infrared pulses at
λ = 118.6 μπι were generated ir a CH^OH mole
cular laser optically punped by a simultane
ously carrert- and Q-switchec conventional COo
laser A pea/ power of about 10 kW and a pulse
duration of 10C ns vere obtained for the Р(3б)
purapline giving rise to very strong far infra
red pulses up to pressures cf С-ЦСН of a few
Torr. A more complete description of the system
will be g^ven elsewhere". The electrical scheme
for detection of the pulsed conductivity change
in the n-GaAs sample was similar to that used
by Kohl et al Л for their fast far irfrared
phoOocorductive detector and had a risetime of
2 ns.
A typical result is presented in Fig. 3
which shows the time dependency of the photoconductive resporse of the sample to a fax
infrared pulse at the cyclotron resonance field.
The observed risetime of the pulse of 25 ns
gives an upper limit to the generation rate tri
as follows from the three level model of Fig. f.
From detailed balance at thermal equilibrium,
i.e. t^-^n-j = t2]n2, and the value of
t]2 < 2.10"°s ore obtains for the lifetime of
the electrons in the N - 0 Landau level an
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2

10' -

20
30
Temperature (K)
Fig, 2 *

Tenperat-re dependence cf tie

electronic lifetime of the

first excited Landau level in n-GaAs at 6.39 T. The solid
lire presents the fit to the data asing log T e =

-k.h

(+ 1.2) - 2.72 (+ 0 li) log T. The absolute values for the
time are sjbject to a systematic error ir the estimation
of *te

incident far infrared power of about 5C%.

jpper limit of t ? i < 2.10-9s at Τ * 12 К. These
values are consistent with the ones obtained by
Kelngailis et al. from reconbinative radiation
neasureffents and by Stiljnan et α ϊ . " from the
recombination time cf impact ionized free
earners for zero magnetic field. The dtcay
time cf the obseded pulse of 125 is g~ves an
upper i^rut to the effective reconoinat.on t m e
resulting from the cascade transition N = 1 + o
N = 0 i-o donor ground state. Since t^i < 10~9s
it fol-ows that 1^2 < '0~^s -which is net in
consistent With the results of tne steady state
measuremorts as described above.
In conclusion ъе have s^ewn tnat a combi
nation of measurements of the a'bsor-Dtion co
efficient and the associated conductivity
charge urder cyclotron resonance conditions
can be used to detem-ne -he electronic life
time cf the first excited Landau level η
n-GaAs. Though this method has been used for
temperatures from 11 К to 3' К this region can
bf easily extended to lower températures. To
l· igher temperature, s the method is limited by
tie cc^dition for landau cuarti¿ation
hi.c = hcli/r* > kT. Л pnrcipal lir^tation
arises from the donor ionization energy since
fjr r/p < kT the dorcrs are conuletdy nn^zed
ord Λα/σ *= ( .

This method has substantial advantages
over saturation absorption measurements and
does not have the experimental complexity of
the pulsed method. In fact saturation absorp
tion measurements are only feasible for deter
mination of lifetimes in highly nonparabolic
materials like In-Sb, where absorption occurs
only between two Lardai* levels. In case of the
nearly parabolic cordacticn band of n-GaAs the
Lanaau levels are nearly equally soaced so that
saturation absorption iirplies continuous exci
tation in the Landau ladder up to the optical
phonor emssicn energy t E 0 p ^ 35 meV. Lifetimes
extra« ted fren saturation absorption iceasure]nent=· in a parabolic material will therefore
be determircti by optical phenon emission.
Moreover the large nuraoer of excited
carreers thi-'h are present at saturating condit.ione. changes the relaxation mechanism from
acoJstical phonon- to electron-electron scat
tering as was shohr by Corni κ et al. for
η-Ιηί>ο. The -nethod described in this paper
allows deterirmation cf electronic lifetimes
at nearly tnerna_ equilibniim conditions as
was snewn. "he method car easily be extended to
considerable deviations from thermal equili
brium by using higher mtensit.es of the inciaont radiation t^us a_lowing observations re-
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Vol

31, No

3

Flg. 3

Pulse shape (va.elength λ

1l8 6 μ-) of ъ к е photoconductive

response of a n-GaAs sanple. The pulse shape is independent
of the magnetic f eld, the peak ansl^tule var.es wit14
magnetic field as is shown ^.n the insert. The pulse shape
gives an UDpe*· limit ^ d e t e m n e d Ъу the neasu^ng system)
for the relevant electroric lifetimes.

lated to the hot electron effect ав mentioned
above.
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III.4

A study of cyclotron resonance induced conductivity in n-GaAs

ABSTRACT

A study has been made of the change m

the conductivity of n-GaAs

under Cyclotron Resonance (CR) conditions (cross modulation) at high magne
tic fields. Measurements are presented of CR induced Hall effect, CR induced
conductivity and the CR absorption coefficient in n-GaAs, as a function
of temperature (8-40K) at three magnetic field values (B=6.3, 10.5 and 13.0 T)
The CR induced Hall effect measurements show that the change in the conducti
vity a CR conditions is due to a cnange in the free carrier density for
B=10.5 Τ and B=13.0 Τ over the entire temperature range and for B=6.3 Τ
below 15 K. For B=6.3 Τ above 15 К a decrease in the mobility is observed.
The change in the free carrier density is calculated with a three level
rate equation model. With this model the energy relaxation time of the photoexcited carrier can be calculated from the measured change in the conductivity
and the absorption coefficient. This results in a energy relaxation time with
—3
—8
a Τ

temperature dependence and times of the order of 10

s. Using this

temperature dependence of energy relaxation time the CR induced conductivity
change is quantitatively explained.
The energy relaxation of the photoexcited carriers is discussed. It is
believed to be a two step process involving a quasi-elastic transition from
the first to the zeroth Landau level followed by a subsequent relaxation to
the bottom of the band by the emission of acoustical phonons.
The measured energy relaxation time combined with the measured momentum
relaxation tune derived from the CR linewidth and from dc transport measure
ment shows that electron scattering in high magnetic fields is a highly
elastic process. The number of interactions per unit time in which energy
is transferred to the number of interaction in which only momentum is trans
ferred varies from 10

at 40 К to 10

at 10 K.
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I

Introductior.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate m

dotai! the mechanisir

which causes the change in the static conductivity in a semconductor
unaer cyclotron resonance conditions. In the literature, this effect is
often referred to as 'cross modulation'. The tern· 'cross modulation'
originates fron atmospheric physics, it was found that a signal, modula
ted with a frequency corresponding to the cyclotron resonance frequency
of the electrons in the earth magnetic field, could be detected at another
frequency if this radiation passed through the same part of the lono1 2
sphere ' . This effect was explained as being due to a modulation of the
conductivity of the ionosphere by a change in the carrier relaxation
time because of the cyclotron resonance absorption. Ir a solid, the same
effect was founa for the first time by Zeiger et al ; in Ge and η-Si, a
change in the static conductivity under cyclotron resonance conditions
was found. Subsequently this technique for studying cyclotron resonance
by measuring the change in the dc conductivity nas been used in a number
of semiconductors, i.e. InP, CdTe, CdSe, GaAs , AgBr , Te

and InSb . In

addition, this method proved to be so sersitive that it is possible to
make selective detectors based on Cyclotron Resonance Induced Conducti
vity (CRIO) . However, despite its widespread use, the underlying
mechanism of CRIC has never been analysed and understood in detail.
The first CRIC experiments by Zeiger et al

in Ge and η-Si were

performed at microwave frequencies and at temperatures where the carriers
are frozen out. In order to observe a resonance signal, carriers were
created with a low intersity radiation by exciting electrons from the
valence bard to the conduction band. It was found in these experiments
tnat a signal could be detected even with no applied electric field, and
that for different signals both an increase or a decrease in the conduc42

tivity could be found, and finally, that the signal reversed sign with a
change of experimental parameters, like light intensity or sample orien
tation. Some of these complications have been investigated by several
о

authors. Fisher and Wagner

have shown that the inhomogeneity of the

exciting microwave radiation, as is usually the case in a microwave cavi
ty, can give rise to a thermomagnetic effect leading to a signal even in
the absence of a dc electric field. Subsequently, von Ortenberg

has

shown tnat a similar effect can occur as a consequence of sample inhomo9
have qualitatively investigated the changes

geneities. Gershenzon et al

in sign of the cross modulation signal in Ge; they showed that in the
presence of carriers of opposite charge (as is tne case with band to band
carrier excitation), the changes in sign could be explained by the energy
dependence of either the momentum relaxation time or the recombination
time. A few years earlier it had been shown by Kaplan
reversals encountered by Zeiger et al

that the sign

in Ge disappeared if the carriers

were created by excitation from the impurities and not by band to band
excitation. All these investigations illustrated convincingly that the
subtle complications with CRIC, as reported by Zeiger et al , can all be
attributed to the experimental conditions. However, in all these experi
ments, the underlying mechanism of CRIC itself has not been analysed.
There exists only a semi-empirical study by Kaplan

, based on the same

ideas as is usually done for the free electron photoconductive Putley
detector . This analysis is essentially based on a hot electron concept
where carriers are heated out of thermal equilibrium by the absorbed
radiation; then the sensitivity can be calculated from the energy depen
dence of the mobility as derived from the deviations from Ohms law in
high electric fields. The enhanced absorption coefficient at cyclotron
resonance conditions induces an enhanced heating of the carriers. Although
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the possibility of a change in the free carrier density as the origin of
? Gi 9 1Π
the conductivity change has been mentioned by some workers ' ' ' , it is
generally assumed (with the notable exception of ref. 6) that a change in
the carrier mobility is the origin of the conductivity change. It is one
of the purposes of this paper to show experimentally that in high magnetic
field CRIC m

n-GaAs is caused by a change in the free carrier density

only. Preliminary results of these findangs have boen reported before
It is obvious that for a detailed investigation of the mechanism
which is responsible for CRIC, the experimental conditions have to be
chosen as simple as possible. The first step is to establish whether CRIC
is caused by a change in the free carrier density or by a change in the
mobility. The second step is to measure the temperature and magnetic
field dependence of the effect, and to compare these measurements with
the predictions of a corresponding model. Measurements of CRIC, of the
power absorption, of the Cyclotron Resonance Induced Hall effect (CRIH),
and the dc Hall-effect are performed as a function of temperature
(θ К - 40 К) and magnetic field (6 - 13 T) in n-GaAs. The CRIH measure
ments are carried out in order to have a direct and independent determi
nation of the change of the density of the free carriers alone, as com
parecí with CRIC, which measures the combination of the mobility times
the density of the carriers. The measurements are compared with calculations of the charge redistribution based on a simple three level rate
equation model. This model assumes low excitation intensities, high
magnetic fields (hu) > kT, ω τ >> 1, where ω

is the cyclotron frequency

and τ the scattering time) and thermally excited carriers only. The expe
rimental conditions were chosen to suit these assumptions. As a material,
n-GaAs was used because of its simple bandstructure (direct gap, almost
constant energy-independent isotropic effective electron mass). In addi-
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tion, these measurements allow a détermination of the relaxation time for
12
the carriers excited to the fi^st Lardau level

which can give some in-

sight into the underlying recombiiation mechanism.

II

Considerations about Cyclotron Resonance Induced Conductivity.
At low temperatures and at high magnetic fields (flu) > kT) all free

electrons at thermal equilibrium are in the lowest Landau level. In this
case the relative change in the conductivity at C.R. conditions can be
written in a most gérerai way as,

Δσ
σ

V

Δ Γ eff

-¡τ—Ô-

U

+

eff

-тг -

1

(11

·

η

О

О

Here nQ is the free carrier density and Ug the mobility in the lowest
Landau level at thermal equilibrium; Δη is the change in the free carrier
density and μ „

is an effective electron nobility at cyclotron resonance

conditions, introduced in a purely formal way. This mobility, effective
for all free electrons, can be used to describe the change in the con
ductivity, whether cyclotron resonance absorption changes the mobility
of all free electrons or only of the electrons excited to the first Landau
level. In the latter case, у ,_ is a weighted average for the different
err
mobilities in the two Landau levels. In the limit of high magnetic fields
0
(ω τ >> 1) the Hall coefficient R is given by R = l/n n e, where e is the
с
Η
Η
и
electron charge and η

the carrier concentration. Therefore a change Δη

in the carrier density due to cyclotron resonance absorption can be
measured directly with the Hall effect, and if the corresponding conduc
tivity change is measured as well, the relative change in the mobility
μ

,/]i

n

can be determined with the use of Eq. (1) .
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Fiq. 1 Schematic energy level structure of the GaAs conduction band and
the hydrogenic donor states in a magnetic field.
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Fig. 2 Measured temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient and the
Hall mobility (inset) of the Hall sample at a magnetic field of
0.5 T.
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Usually the carriers in a semiconductor under cyclotron resonance
conditions excited to higher Landau levels will not be in thermal equili
brium with all the other carriers or with the phonon systom, acting as a
heat bath. The entire electronic system will then move to a new equili
brium state. For low excitation intensities and empty excited states
these electrons will hardly interact with each other and an effective
temperature concept, as is mostly used for hot electrons in semiconduc
tors cannot be applied in this situation. In principle the charge re
distribution resulting fron cyclotroi resonance absorption has to be
calculated by taking irto account all energy levels and all transition
rates involved. A three level model system will be used to analyse the
experimental results/(Fig. 1) , with the donor ground state, the zeroth and the
first Landau level as the relevant energy levels. At thermal equilibrium,
without radiation, there are η

electrons in the donor level, n n elec

trons in the lowest Landau level, while n, = 0. (hu) > kT) With radiation,
1
с
the rate equations for a given nagnetic field and temperature are given
by:
Is
-1
-1
—:
= - t. „ n. + t„ . n„ ,
dt
ls-0 Is
0-ls 0

dn

o

-dï
dn

-1

=

l

-3t

-1

Ss-O nls - V i s n0 - Wn 0 '

(2)

-1
=

Wn

o - 4-0 "l

Here, W is the generation rate due to cyclotron resonance excitation and
t. „ the relaxation rate between the two Landau levels, η. , n„ and n.
1-0
Is
0
1
are the electron densities under cyclotron resonance corditiors on the
donor, the N = 0 and the N = 1 Landau level respectively. If it is assumed
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that the thermal generation and relaxation rates t, _ and t„ . are unIs-O
O-ls
affected by the cyclotron resonance absorption, which is realistic as long
as the number of carriers excited from the N = 0 to the N = 1 level is
small conpared to the total number of carriers thermally present in the
N = 0 level (low intensity of the exciting radiation), the charge in the
free carrier density Δη in the steady state can be calculated from the set
0
0
+ η =

of Eq. (2). Using the condition of charge conservation η
η

+ nn + η

= Ν

+ Ν

(Ν

and Ν

are the donor and the acceptor dersity),

one gets:

N
Л П

= "i

0
D - N A - "О
N - N
·

(3)

The number of excited carriers, η , is given by the third rate equation (2)
m

terms of W, η

and t.

. The product Wn- is related to the absorption

coefficient, a, the radiation intensity, I, and the energy of the photon
hω

by
с
Wn

= Ια/Γΐω^

(4)

with
1 .,
-ad,
I = I n — (1 - e
)
0 oíd

,^,
(5

which for ad << 1 (small sample thickness d) reduces to the incident
radiation intensity I . Combining Eqs. (4) and (5), one gets

η. = — г
1
ad πω

1-е

)t

.

(6)

0-1

The relative conductivity change due to cyclotron resonance absorption of
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Eq. (1) can finally be written as

^ = f -LÌ2- (i
σ

^ ad fu

с

-ad.
- e
)t
0-1

V N Ά~ η ο j

eff

"eff

(7)

VVV

The only unknown parameter left in Eq. (7) is the relevant energy relaxa
tion time t

of the first Landau level, all other parameters can be

measured separately. Therefore it is possible to determine the Landau
level lifetime t . . directly with the help of Eq. (7).

Ill

Experimental details.
Hall measurements were performed on an electrically symmetric clover

leaf shaped sample using the van der Pauw method. Due to the small sample
2

2

area of the clover leaf sample (1x1 mm ) , another sample (7x7 mm ) from
the same batch had to be used for tne transmission measurements. Both
samples had very similar electrical properties, shown in table I. A com
parison of the dependence of the resistance as a function magnetic field
and temperature showed that the two samples behaved essentially identical
ly. Therefore the magnetic field and temperature dependence of the free
carrier density and the mobility determined from Hall effect measurements
on the Hall sample were used to analyse the data for both samples. It
should be noted that the limit of high magnetic fields (ω τ >> 1) is
reached for fields bigger than 5 Τ

, and consequently the Hall coeffi

cient is given by l/n.e for these fields.
The samples were tightly glued to a brass block inside a variable
temperature cryostat of the exchange gas type to prevent heating of the
sample by the far infrared radiation. The contacts were carefully shiel
ded from the radiation to avoid any photocurrent due to junctions in the
49

contact area. The sanple was biased with a constant current source, and
tne signal was detected with high m p b t lock-in amplifiers operated ir
the differential input mode (mandatory for Hall ircasurements) . In all
experments an increase in the conductivity due to cyclotron resonance
was observed, and the signal was proportional to the bias voltage over
the sample and to the power of the Far Infrared Radiation (FIR) for
electric fields up to 2V/cm and for FIR power levels up to 200 μΚ. The
electric field over the sample was always less than 0.5 V/cm during the
experiments, in order to be in the ohmic region of the I-V characteris
tic. No signal could be detected in the absence of an electric field
over the sample.
The radiation was guided to the sample by a light pipe system. The
FIR-power level was calibrated with a pyroelectnc detector. The trans
mitted radiation was detected with a Si bolometer cooled with liquid
helium, and the total power level was monitored simultaneously with the
pyroelectnc detector. Actual power levels of the radiation at the sanple
(incorporating the measured losses of the light guiding system) were
between 5 pW and 10 pW.
An optically pumped far infrared laser system was used to generate
the far infrared radiation. Three different wavelengths were employed
in the present experiments, λ = 70.6 pm and λ = 118.8 vrn with CH OH as
active medium, and λ = 57 μπι with CH OD

14

. The necessary high magnetic

fields were generated by a Bitter coil of the Nijmegen High Magnetic
Fields Installation

producing a maximum field of 15 Τ in a 6 cm bore

with a 6 MW energising system.
The effective mass determined from the resonance position (table II)
is m

= 0.069 m n . This value is soTiewhat larger than the most accurate

determination of the effective mass at the bottom of the band of n-GaAs
50

the deviation is caused by non-parabolicity and plasma effects, bat the
agreement with the literature values is sufficiently accurate to identify
the observed transition as cyclotron resonance.

IV
A

Results and discussion.
Charge carrier statistics.
The parameters, characteristic for the material as N

ty) ι N

(donor densi

(acceptor density) and the ionisation energy ΔΕ can be derived

from the usual analysis of tne measurements of the Hall coefficient over
a wide range of temperatures

. In addition, N and N, can also be deterD
A

mined from an analysis of the temperature dependence of the Hall mobility
at temperatares, where ionised impurity scattering is important, using
the Brook-Herring equation

. This aralysis was performed on the measure

ments shown in Fig. 2 and resulted in an ionisation energy ΔΕ = 2.54 meV
and densities of N = 2.2x10
cm
and N. = 6.3x10
cm . Calculations
D
A
based on tne hydrogen model lead to a donor depth of 5.72 meV: this
difference between the observed ionisation energy and the calculated donor
depth can be explained by a broadening of excited donor states into a
quasi continuum adjacent to the band continuum, and the experimental
values found for N

and ΔΕ are in agreement with values found in the

literature for the ionisation energy as a function of the donor density
Due to the magnetic field dependence of the donor states, the lonisation energy is magnetic field dependent as well

17-19

. In order to

determine this energy as a function of magnetic field, the carrier density
was measured as a function of the magnetic field and the temperature as
shown in Fig. 3. Incorporating the iragnetic field dependence of the
effective density of states, one gets for ίιω

> kT
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3 Magnetic field dependence of the ionisation energy derived from
the measured temperature dependence of the Hall data (shown in
the inset). The drawn lines in the inset snow the best theoretical fit for the lonistition energy to the data.
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where θ = ΤΖ^Ί
кт

ce

Ν

=

с

2 ( — ΓηΤ ¿— )

the effective density of states in the

conduction band at zero magnetic field and g

= 2 is the srin degeneracy

factor for n-GaAs. Eq. (Θ) is shown as the solid lines in Fig. 3. The
values for the ionisation energy ΔΕ(Β) which follow fro-n fitting Eq. (8)
to the data in Fig. 3 are also presented as a function of the magnetic
field m

Fig. 3. One gets for fields above 3 Τ a magnetic field depen-

dence of the ionisation energy of ΔΕ = в
В

0.39

, which is very close to the

-dependence as calculated by Yafet, Adams and Keyes

for the Is

state using the hydrogen model. At low magnetic fields, this magnetic
field dependence is no longer obeyed. These data are in qualitative
agreement with earlier measurements of the ionisation energy in n-GaAs
^20,21
as a function of magnetic efield

В

Cyclotron Resonance Induced Hall effect.
With the help of Eq. (1) it is possible to separate the contributions

to CRIC due to a change in the mobility from the contribution dje to a
change in the free carrier density by measuring the conductivity together
with the Hall effect under cyclotron resonance conditions. The results
of the CRIH measurements are shown in Fig. 4, together with the relevant
definition of the voltages V
H
ls-2p

and V . Fig. 4b shows peaks due to the
I

donor transition and to cyclotron resonance in the spectrum at

λ = 70.6 μιη. The usual checks for Hall measurements, i.e. reversing the
current and the field, were carried out and are illustrated in Fig. 4b.
It is shown that Δν is caused by a change in the Hall coefficient only.
Η
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b)

с)

ICO/'t«"1]
Fig.4 The configuration for the cyclotron resonance induced Hall effect data
(a) . b shows the measured change in V and VI¥ for λ=70.6 pm as a fune.Η of the current and the
tion of magnetic field for different
tïi
directions
magnetic field, с shows the ratio of the relative amplitudes
(Δν /V )/(Д /V ) for the CR signal (o) and the ls-2p donor transi
tion signal fa), a n d the ratios (Д „/ ) / (Д „/ „) . 0 + (Δ) and

^VVCR/^V^'IS^"»·
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HlS

"

2P

The relative change m
Л

H

the free carrier density is proportional to

/V . The relative change in the conductivity, which also contains a
H

contribution due to a change in tne irobility, is proportional to Δν /V .
Therefore it is useful to compare Л

/V
Η

hith Л
Η

/V , as is shown ir
l i

Fig. 4c. The results for the CR signal can directly be compared with the
results for the donor transition, as the origin of the photoconductivity
for the ls-2p

transition is clear and well understood: The donor transi

tion involves an excitation from the Is to the (2p, m = +1)-1е е1
(W, - , in Fig. 1 ) , above the GaAs conduction band at the magnetic
1 s-zp'*
22,23
+
field values present
, followed by a partial relaxation from the 2p
state to the conduction band (t„ . „) thus increasing the free carrier
2p + -0
density only, and no associated mobility effect. Therefore the ls-2p
signal forms a suitable reference for the analysis of the CR signal. It
is concluded that if (Л
H

/ и)/(Д Т / ) is the sane for boti, the CR and
π'
l i

the donor transition, both signals are caused by a change m

the free

carrier density only; whenever the CR transition ratio deviates, the
difference is attributed to an associated change in the relevant mobility.
Fig. 4c shows that for λ = 57 μη the ratio (Δν /V )/(Л
Η Η

/V ) for the
I I

CR and for the donor transition are eoual and independent of the tempera
ture. An identical result was obtained for λ = 70.6 um (not shown here).
However, for λ = 118.8 v-m a deviation from this behaviour is observed as
shown in Fig. 4c. In this case, the ratio (Δν /V )/(Д
Η Η

/V ) for the aonor
I I

transition remains constant as a function of the temperature (as to be
expected for a pure "An-effect"), but for temperatures below 15 K, the
corresponding ratio for the CR transition deviates from that of the donor
transition. These results show that for В = 13.0 Τ (λ = 57 ymj and
В = 10.5 Τ (λ = 70.6 um) at all temperatures investigated, and В = 6.3 Τ
(λ = 118.8 um) for temperatures above 15 К, CRIC is caused by a change in
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the free carrier density only, but for the lower field, below 15 К a
mobility decrease is observed under cyclotron resonance conditions. The
lower curves in Fig. 4c show the ratios (Δν /V ) /(Д /V )
, and
Η Η CR
Η H l s—2ρ'
(ÄV/VJ
/(Д /Vi , „ .T and illustrate that the simple ratio Δν/V of
I I CR
I I ls-zp
the two different transitions m

the same configuration is strongly tem

perature dependent.
It should be noted that if only a charge in the free carrier density
is involved the ratios (Л
H

/V )/(Д
H

/V ) should be unity, since in that
I I

case both the numerator and the denominator are eaual to Δη/η . However,as
can be seen from Fig. 4c, this ratio is different from 1 for both the CR
and the donor transition. This deviation is attributed to the fact that
the constant voltages (V and V ) are determined by the total number of
Η
I
carriers present in the sample, while the change in the voltages
(Δν and Δν ) results from the absorption which takes place in the
Η
I
irradiated sample area only. For a clover leaf shaped sample, this irra
diated area is only a small part of the total sample area. Complications
arising from this problem are circumvented by the comparison with the
ls-2p

transition.

These results are quite different from what would be expected from
considerations about the energy dependence of the mobility. In the tem
perature range investigated, scattering from ionised impurities is domi
nant and therefore the mobility should increase with increasing energy;
an increase in the mobility would be expected for the electrons excited
to the first Landau level, leading to an increase in the effective mobili
ty. In addition, this effect should become even more important as the
Landau level separation increases. This in contrast with the experimental
findings where no change in the mobility at the higher magnetic fields
is found, and a decrease in the mobility at the lower magnetic field is
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seen. A possible explanation for these observations nay be the following:
At high magnetic fields, the motion of the electrons is quantised in cir
cular orbits in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. The drift
velocity parallel to the field direction is unaffected by the iragnetic
field. The current is m

the plane of the circular motion and the direc

tion of the current is determined by the drift velocity of the center
coordinate of the cyclotronic notion, not by the cyclotronic motion it
self. If the B-field is along the z-direction and the current in the
y-direction, the center coordinate depends on the quantum number к ,
which in first order is not affected by the magnetic field. This leads
to the same mobility for both Landau levels. In lower fields, the mobili
ty is decreased due to increased scattering. Because of the increase in
the free carrier density, there is a corresponding increase in the number
of ionised impurities acting as scatterers. In addition, there will also
be an increase in the number of acoustic phonons present as the excited
carriers will relax to the ground state by multiple phonon emission (see
section IV.E). However, it is not clear why this latter effect is not
observed in the higher magnetic fields.

С

The cyclotron resonance absorption coefficient.
The peak power absorption coefficient for cyclotron resonance absorp

tion can be derived from a theoretical expression given by Kobayashi and
Otsuka

24

and is given by:

α = С ω τ (η η - η, ) .
с
0
1

(9)

For a direct comparison, ω τ can be derived from the linewidth at half
maximum, and the difference in the occupation densities between the two
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Fig.5 Measured cyclotron resonance absorption coefficient
as a function of η ω τ. The drawn line represents the best fit
fit of the linear dependence to the data.
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Landau levels n n -n

can, for low excitation intensities (n. << n n ) , be

replaced by the thermal equilibrium density η . The constant С includes
the transition matrix element.
The absorption coefficient is derived directly from the transmission
2 2
data, jsing a = [ In(I'/I") + (rl"/l') -r ]/d wnere r is the reflectance at
each surface cf the sample and I' and I" are the intensities on and off
resonance respectively. Power fluctuations contribute twice in the deter
mination of a, and apart from that they also contribute to the experimen
tal uncertainty in ω τ. The absorption coefficient was measured as a
function of temperature at three different wavelengths, and the results
0
are rplotted against η. ω τ shown in Fig. 5. The irain contribution to the
0 с
errors ir the measure-nents come from fluctuations in the laser outout
power.

D

Temperature dependence of CRIC.
Fig. 6 shows the measured relative change in the conductivity as a

function of temperature for the three different wavelengths used in this
experiment. The qjantity Δσ/σ follows cirectüy fron the measured relative
cnarge in the voltage Л

, if the sample is biased with a constant carrent

source. The absolute change in conductivity Δσ is given by

Δσ

= -7 τ Λνι
I

Here, I is the current through the sample, I and A the current length and
the cross sectional area. The results for the three different frequencies
are shown in Fig. 7 and show a very clear structure, not observable in
Fig

6. The absolute change in conductivity can be derived directly from

Eq. (7) and is given by
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Fig.7 Measured conductivity change Δσ at CR conditions as a function of
temperature. The dashed curves represent the calculated temperature
dependence for a temperature independent Landau level lifetime, the
solid curves show the calculated conductivity change for a Landau
level lifetime with a temperature dependence of = Τ
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This formula reduces to the formula used in ref. 11 if у „/v„ = 1, and
ef f 0
if Ρ η (Β) and t

are assumed to be independent of the temperature. In

réf. 1 1 a qualitative agreement between measured and calculated CRIC data
was obtained by using these assumptions. In a first approximation Eq. (10)
can be evaluated with a temperature independent Landau level lifetime,
but taking into account the temperature dependence of the mobility U n (B)
at high magnetic fields. The temperature dependence of the mobility at
low magnetic fields is shown in Fig. 2; the mobility at higher fields
can be derived from U n (B) = — — , where R is the sample resistance and
Rn 0 e
the constant a is given by the sample geometry. This constant can be
calculated from the low field measurements since both η
determined separately. At high magnetic fields, η

and μ (B=0) are

is determined from

Hall measurements and therefore У П (В) can be calculated. It is found
that the mobility itself is strongly magnetic field dependent, but its
temperature dependence remains the same as in the low field limit (Fig. 2 ) .
The dashed line shows the temperature dependence of Δσ as calculated from
Eq. (10) assuming a constant Landau level lifetime. It can clearly be
seen that under these assumptions no agreement between measured and cal
culated data can be obtained, and therefore the qualitative agreement
found m

ref. 11 is rather coincidental. It results from the negligence

of two temperature dependent factors, i.e. U n (B) and t

.

The importance of the temperature dependence of t.n can be seen even
more directly
in Fig. 6: at loi* temperatures (n ->· 0) and for a constant
V
eff
mobility (—— = 1) Eq. (10) shows that Δσ/σ is directly proportional to
μ
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Fig.8 Landau level lifetime as calculated from the measured relative change
in the conductivity at CR conditions and the measured absorption coefficient. The data for λ=57 μιη(υ) and for λ=118.8 um (Δ) were rescaled
to the data for λ=70.6 μπι (о) by multiplication with a factor (<2)
to give the best possible agreement. This rescaling factor was within
the limits of the uncertainty in the determination of the absolute_3
FIR power. The drawn line represents a temperature dependence of Τ

momentum relaxation time (10" s
4

40

ΤΙΚ)

Fig.9 Momentum relaxation times as a function of temperature derived from
the CR linewidth, (Δ) λ=118.8 um, (°) λ=70.6 um and (D) λ=57 ym and
derived from the Hall mobility data at B=0 (·). The drawn lines are
a guide to the eye.
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t

, no temperature dependent parameters appear in the proportionality

constant. The data in Fig. 6 show a strong temperature dependence at low
temperatures, once again demonstrating the importance of the temperature
dependence of the Landau level lifetime.

E

Inter- and intra-Landau level lifetime.
The lifetime of the carrier excited to the first Lardau level can be

determined directly with the help of Eq. (7) from the data shown in
Fig. 6. The results are shown m

Fig. 8 for the three different frequen

cies used in this experiment. The uncertainty in the calibration of the
absolute power of the radiation leads to ar absolute systematic error and
within this uncertainty (believed to be of the order of a factor 2 ) , the
calculated results show no magnetic field dependence. Therefore the data
for λ = 118.8 μιη and λ = 57 μιη were all rescaled by multiplication with a
constant factor (< 2) to give the best agreement with the data for
λ = 70.6 ym. The drawn line in Fig. 8 represents a power law of t

Ξ τ

which gives a fairly good description of the temperature dependence of
t. .. Using this temperature dependence, the conductivity Δσ, as given by
Eq. (10), can be calculated and the results are shown in Fig. 7 by the
drawn line.
Fig. 9 shows the momentum scattering time for scattering within a
Landau level, as derived from the linewidth at half maximum for the three
different wavelengths and from the dc mobility measurements at В = 0. The
well knowr fact

25

, that the scattering time derived from the CR linewidth

at low temperatures is longer than that derived from dc transport measure
ments, is clearly illustrated in Fig. 9. Although the cyclotron resonance
linewidth has been studied actively m
and experimentally
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32-35

the past, both theoretically

26-31

, in the temperature region where ionised impurity

scattering dominates, the situation is far from being clear. All these
models assume that the relaxation time shows an inversely proportional
dependence on the density of the ionised impurities, apart from an explicit
dependence on the magnetic field and the temperatuie. In our case, this
density varies strongly with both magnetic field and temperature. Tne
temperature dependence of the linowidth can qualitatively be explained by
the temperature dependence of the density of the ionised impurities; this
density decreases with decreasing temperature, and consequently the relaxa
tion time increases. However, the observed magnetic field dependence at low
temperatures cannot be explained in this way; the density of ionised im
purities decreases with increasing tiagnetic field which leads to an in
crease of the relaxation time, in contrast with the experimental findings.
The values for the Landau level lifetimes as determined from the
change in the conductivity Δσ/σ using Eq. (7) (Fig. 8) can be compared
with the values of the momentum scattering relaxation time, derived from
the linewidth of the CR signal (Fig. 9 ) . The comparison shows that the
average time between collisions where only momentum is transferred is
10

to 10

times shorter than the average time between interactions

where energy is transferred, demonstrating the fact that electron scatter
ing in high magnetic fields is a highly elastic process.
It is of some interest to consider various energy relaxation processes
for inter Landau level transitions in terms of energy and momentum con
servation. A first type of process is a direct vertical optical transition
(ΔΕ = hui ; Дк = 0) . The contribution due to this transition can be estimac
ted from the relaxation rate for spontaneous emission of radiation between
Landau levels as given by G o r m k et al
,

37

. One gets for the lifetime for

χ

spontaneous emission τ

= —т
т where с is the speed of light, η the
sp
nc¿V¿
refractive index and μ the permeability of free space. Using the parameters
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of the present experimental situation, one gets τ

sp

=10

-4

s v»hich is

about four orders of magnitude longer than observed in this experiment. A second process is the emission of an optical phonon. The lowest possible
energy for an optical phonon in GaAs is 28 meV

40

. For the magnetic field

valjes of the present experiment, the first two Landau levels are always
below this energy and therefore it is impossible to have direct optical
phonon emission. Gornik et al

and Muller et al

have shown that for

hign excitation intensities (number of excited carriers ^ 10
relaxation time of ^ 10

cm

and a

s) electron-electron interaction in the first

Landau level can excite an electron to the second Landau level, located
above the optical phonon energy. The emission of optical phonons is
-12
assumed to be a fast process (10
) and the bottleneck is formed by the
electron-electron interaction. For low radiation intensities as m
present experiments, the number of excited carriers (10

cm

the

) is two to

—8
three orders of magnitude lower and the relaxation time (10
s) at least
one order of magnitude longer therefore it can be concluded that in the
present experimental situation the electron-electron interaction is too
weak to be of significant importance. A third process is the relaxation by
direct acoustic phonon emission. Here the conservation laws for energy and
momentum form strong restrictions to the possible ways of relaxation; of
all possible single phonon emission processes, ranging from a vertical
transition (ΔΕ = flu ; Дк = 0) to a horizontal transition (ΔΕ = 0,
с
Лк = h Ι

, I = (——)
CB

dispersion relation

) only those are allowed which match with the phonon
40

. This implies that only a nearly elastic process,

with a practically horizontal transition from the first excited to the
lowest Landau state, is allowed. Subsequently the electron loses its
energy by relaxing down to the bottom of the lowest Landau level by
successive emission of long wavelength phonons. The temperature dependence
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of this relaxation path is determined by the probability of the emission
of a phonon which is proportional to (1+N ) , where N is the density of
q
q
phonons with momentum q. N

decreases with decreasing temperature, and

tnerefore this could qualitatively account for the ODserved temperature
dependence of the energy relaxation tine.

Conclusions.
A study has been made of Cyclotron Resonance Induced Conductivity,
or 'cross Tiodulation', in n-GaAs. It has been shown from Cyclotron
Resonance Induced Hall effect measurements that for high iragnetic fields
(> 8 T) in the temperature region between θ К and 40 К cross modulation
is due to a change in the free carrier density only, while in lower mag
netic fields (B * 6 T) and at temperatures below 15 К also a decrease

m

the mobility at cyclotron resonance conditions is observed. The increase
in the carrier density can be analysed by the carrier redistribution at
cyclotron resonance conditions, calculated with a simple three level rate
equations model. The temperature dependence of CRIC, calculated from this
model, gives a quantitative agreement with the measurements if the tem
perature dependence of the Landau level lifetime is taken into account.
The discussed mechanism for the change in the free carrier density under
cyclotron resonance conditions is fairly general and should be present,
although not necessarily dominant, in all non-degenerate semiconductors.
In this context it should be noted that von Ortenberg

has shown that for

Te cyclotron resonance absorption had no effect on the Hall effect; in
that case the change in the mobility must be the major contribution to
CRIC. From the absence of an effect on the mobility of the carriers in
high magnetic fields it has to be concluded that the usually very well
understood energy dependence of the mobility cannot be used to analyse
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transport problems under extreme cyclotron resonance conditions (hu, > kT,
ω τ >> 1 ) . From the CRIC data a temperature dependence for the energy
relaxation time in the first Landau level t.__ = Τ
energy relaxation times are of the order t. - * 10

can be deduced actual
—8

s are found. Within

a factor two no magnetic field dependence of this relaxation time is
observed. The energy relaxation time combined with the usual momentum
relaxation time, as derived from either the dc mobility or the cyclotron
resonance linewidth, show that tne ratio of the frequency of collisions
with energy transfer only to tnat where only momentum is transferred
-3
decreases from ^ 10

-5
at 40 К to "V 10

at 10 K. The energy relaxation

path is assumed to be a two step process: first a quasi-elastic transi
tion from the first to the zeroth Landau level (involving the emission of
a low energy acoustical phonon), followed by a stepswise process of
energy relaxation to the bottom of the band with successive emission of
long wavelength phonons.
Part of this work has been supported by the "Stichting voor Fundamen
teel Onderzoek der Materie" (FOM) with financial support of the "Neder
landse Organisatie voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek" (ZWO).
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Table I

Samples characteristics

Hall sample

Τ [ κ]
300
77

Table II

-3
η [ cm

1015

1.40

15

10

2
у [ cm /Vs ]

]

1.50

Transmission sample

7204
44700

—3
η [ cm

d [ ym]
14.3
-

]

2
μ [ cm /Vs]

1.63

IO1"5

7610

1.55

15

51520

1С

d [ pm]
19.1

Observed resonance magnetic field as a function of frequency
Wavelength

C.R. Transmission Minimum

(Wir)

(T)

118.8

6.3

70.6

10.5

57

13.0
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CHAPTER_IV
CYCLOTRON RESONANCE IN A SUPERLATTICE

IV.1

Introduction

The preceding chapter was concerned with cyclotron resonance to deter
mine Landau level lifetimes and carrier distributions in high magnetic
fields (flu >кТ,ы τ>> 1) . In this chapter cyclotron resonance is used as a
с
с
tool to investigate the band-structure of a new arteficially made material,
i.e. a superlattice.
A superlattice is a material consibting of a large number of ultrathin
(50 X) periodically arranged layers of different semiconducting materials.
Materials used for the fabrication of superlattices up to now are,
GaAs-Ga Al. As(x<0.4) (type I superlattices) and In, Ga As-GaSb, As
χ 1-х
1-х χ
1-у у
(type II superlattices). Esaki and Tsu

were the first to propose super-

lattices and they also calculated their electronic properties. They showed
that either by a modulation of the dopant in a homogeneous semiconductor
or by periodically growing alternate layers of materials with different
band-gaps,it should be possible to create a new material with a periodicity
much larger than the lattice periodicity of the bulk material. The superlattice periodicity d, superimposed on the lattice periodicity (the reason
to call these materials "sunerlattices") leads to a division of the original
Brillouin zone in subzônes, with subzône boundaries at values of the wavevector k=nπ/d, where η is an integer. In the superlattice direction, the
original bulk material bands will be splitted into subbands, separated by
small band-gaps (mimgaps) . The width of these subbands and mimgaps depend
on the superlattice periodicity and the potential difference between the
layer of the materials which constitute the superlattice. The bands in the
other direction (in the plane of the layers) are usually assumed not to be
influenced by the superlattice periodicity.
The subbands in a superlattice are much narrower than that of bulk
materials (due to the longer periodicity). As a consequence of this, the
inflection point in a band (the point where a band cnanges its direction of
curvature,and consequently the effective mass changes its sign) occurs at
much lower energies. Therefore it should be possible to accelerate electrons
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with an external electric field up to this inflection point; a situation
which is practically impossible in bulk materials due to scattering. Realisation of this effect would lead to very interesting possibilities, both
from a scientific and a technological point of view. In principle one could
fabricate a so called Bloch oscillator, by accelerating electrons up to the
inflection point,so that the effective mass changes sign and the electrons
are slowed down by the field until the mass reverses sign again etc. In
real space the electrons would have an oscillatory motion, which leads to the
emission of radiation. Another application would be that the peculiar behaviour of the effective mass in the superlattice direction results in a
negative differential conductivity; therefore they could be used as a rectifier with very fast response times.

However apart from the technical

problems to realise such a structure, there are more fundamental problems.
Since as the subbardwidth becomes narrower, the subband becomes flat

and

consequently the effective mass increases making it more difficult to create
a structure with a mean free path long enougn to show the behaviour related
to the change of sign of the effective mass at the inflection point.The
electronic energy level structure which leads to the phenomena discussed
above, can most easily be calculated with the well known Kronig-Penney
2
model , applied to quasi free electrons with the effective mass of the
constituent materials.
The starting point of the preceding desciption of a superlattice is
the implicit idea that superlattices are real three dimensional crystals
although with a strong amsotropy, resulting from the superimposed onedimensional periodicity. There is nothing fundamentally wrong about this
viewpoint, but it can be very misleading. If the subbandwidth as calculated
from the Kronig-Penney model is practically zero, all the carrier will be
located in the layers of the material which is energetically favourable,
since a zero subband width corresponds to an infinite effective mass in the
direction perpendicular to the layers. For this case the amsotropy is so
extreme that the superlattice behaves as a two dimensional (2D) material.
Although the Kronig-Penney model can be used in this case as well, the
results of the calculation will be indistinguishable from those that would
have been obtained for an isolated rectangular well between potential barriers of semi-mfmite thickness.
This observation leads to another approach to understand the properties
of a superlattice (the word is misleading in this context), which is
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advocated mainly by Dingle . In this approach a superlattice is considered
as a set of thin parallel layers, separated by barriers of semi-infmite
width. As long as the barrier width and height are such that there is no
interaction between the layers, tne electronic structure of the system is
described by that of the isolated potortial well, well known from ele-nentary
quantum mechanics. In this case the energy level structure is called
"Quantum Size Effect"(QSE), and does not depend on the superlattice perio
dicity. In the QSF regime the superlattice can be viewed as a set of paral
lel non-interacting 2D electron gases.
Dynamical properties of a 2D electron gas have been extensively studied
due to the development of the Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Fffect Tran
sistor (MOSFET). The MOSFET consists of an isolating substrate onto which a
few micrometers thick p-type or η-type layer is grown. The material used
for a MOSFET is usually silicon, though in principle any semiconductor could
be used. On the doped Si layer a SiO

layer is oxidised with a thickness

of a few hundred A. Contacts on the SiO

layer and the substrate allow ap

plication of a potential (gate voltage), which bends the Si bands at the
interface between the oxidised and the doped layer. Contacts on the doped
layer (source-drain contacts) allow monitoring the conductivity of this
layer as the gate voltage is varied. In most experiments a p-type layer is
used. The gate voltage bends the Si bands on the interface between the
oxide and the p-type material. If this band bending is such that the con
duction band crosses the F e m i level (which in a non-degenerate p-type
material is near the valence band), the electron density (the minority
carriers in a p-type material) will exceed the hole concertration near the
interface, giving rise to a so called inversion layer.The MOSFET is of
immens practical importance since it allows a modulation of the electron
density, and therefore the source-drain conductance through a modulation
of the gate voltage. For this reason the device acts as a rectifier.
The electrons in the inversion layer (the space charge layer) are con
fined in a potential well,formed by the Si band bending and the SiOpotential, of 100 A. Because of the QSE subbands will be formed in this
potential well. Since the electron density in the space charge layer can
be varied with an external voltage (the gate voltage), the MOSFET is an
ideal system to study the properties of a 2D electron gas. In 1966 Fang
4
demonstrated for the first time the surface quantisation with

and Howard

a measurement of the Shubnikov-deHaas effect. Subsequently a quite inten-
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S —7
fì
sive research has begun on the properties of this system.
Abstreiter et al
9
and Allen et al
observed cyclotron resonance in a space scharge layer and
noted an enhancement of the electron m a s s for low electron

concentrations

and a peculiar lineshape showing structure at harmonics and subharmonics of
the cyclotron frequency. These phenomena have all been shown to be directly
10-14
15
related to transport in a 2D electron gas by Ando
The parameters

(cnoice of materials,layer

and Ting et a l .

thickness, carrier con-

centration etc.) which determine the superlattice properties

(2D or aniso-

tropic 3D charcter) will be discussed in the next section. In section
the band-structure of InAs-GaSb

superlattices as were used in the

IV.3

experiments

is calculated. Finally the sections IV.4.1 and IV.4.2 deal with the cyclotron
resonance experiments in a superlattice. In addition section IV.4.2

contains

a review of the research which has been done up to now on superlattices, as
far as this is relovant for the present experiments.

IV.2

General considerations about superlattices.

To obtain some insight into the criteria which have to b e m e t to observe
the superlattice effects, some general properties of a superlattice will be
discussed in this paragraph.
Fig. IV.1 shows schematically the energy level structure and the bandstructure of an η-type superlattice made of two materials with
overlapping band-gaps

different

(type I superlattice). The band-gap discontinuity

in general distributed over the Conduction Band

is

(CB) and the Valence Band

(VB) as is shown in Fig. IV. 1.The situation describes qualitatively a type I
superlattice

(Ga Al. A s - G a A s ) , where Ga A l . As has a wider band-gap than
χ
1-х
χ
1-х
*;

GaAs, the difference depending on the alloy composition parameter χ .
Fig. IV.1 illustrates the resulting SuperLattice

(SL) band-structure with

the subbands, the m i m g a p s and the inflection point shifted to lower
energies. The lower subband

is shifted upwards with respect to the bulk

band edge, but still occurs at an energy lower than the bulk band edge of
the wider gap m a t e r i a l . If the superlattice is homogeneously doped, the
electrons will move from the wider gap material into the lowest band-gap
material, leaving charged donors behind. The picture shown in Fig. IV.1
could be calculated on the basis of the Kronig-Penney m o d e l . The periodic
potential in this case is ΔΕ

for the CB and ΔΕ
с

electrons and holes can be calculated
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for the V B . Subbands for
ν

separately. A more complete
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IV.1 Schematic energy level structure of a type I superlattice. a
shows the formation of subbands and the division of the Bnllouin
zone into subzônes due to the periodic potential ДЕ . These
subbands result from the difference in band gaps of the neigh
bouring materials as shown in b. с shows the charge distribution
in real space for a homogeneously doped superlattice.
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on suporlattice properties can be found in ref 4 and 17. Here the most
important pararreters which determine the SL properties, with emphasis on
those parameters that determine the SL dimensionality are discussed.
Three more or less distinct categories of arguments can be aiscnminated
band structure (1),scattering(2) and charge distribution (3).
(1) T h e dimensionality
the subband width

(2D or 3D) of a superlattice can b e characterized

A flat subbard, corresponaing

to an infinite

by

effective

m a s s , is a manifestation of carrier localization in Іауегь, leading to an
energetically favourable charge distribution

(Quantum Size Effect r e g i m e ) .

In this case successive layers do not interact and are separated by semiinfinite potential b a r r i e r s . T h e length which characterizes the strength

of

the interaction between successive layers is the penetration deptn of the
wavefunction of the lower energy material

inside the higher energy barrier.

For free electron wavefunctions, this penetration depth
de Broglie wavelength of the electron, and is given by
h is Plancks constant, m

is equal to the
2
χ
4
(Γι /2m V)

, where

the effective mass and V the height of the p o 

tential barriers. For a potential difference of 100 meV

(typical for many

tyoe I superlattices) and an effective mass of 80 A, this number

implies

that layers must be only a few lattice distances thick in order to observe
phenomena in a SL due to its partial 3D character

(Bloch oscillator,

differential c o n d u c t a n c e ) . However, with the Molecular Beam
technique

negative

Epitaxial

(MBE) superlattices with layer thicknesses of the order of 20 A

have been realised

. Therefore the constraints imposed by the de Broglie

wavelength on the thicknesses do not prevent the observation of a SL 3D
character.

(2)

Ir order to observe effects in a SL related to a finite subbard width,

the sobband broadening due to scattering must be less than the subband
width. The subband width of a suoerlattice which can be made in practice with
50 A layer thickness and a 100 meV potential, is of the order of 10 meV.
The required scattering time can be estimated from the uncertainty rela
tions, and is of the order of 10

s. For a pure semiconductor this is

not extraordinary, but for a SL this forms a very severe requirement,
because this scattering time is the average time between collisions of
charge carriers for transport through the layers. Тчіз fact can be illustra
ted in the following way

Typical phenomena related to a SL 3D character

(like the Bloch oscillator) require that electrons are accelerated up to the
inflection point in a subband. Assuming this inflection point is located
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5 meV aoove the subband edge, the mean free path required for an electron
to acquire this energy from a reasonable elctric field (1 kv/cm) is 1000 A.
Given the necessary layer thickness of 50 A, this mean free path implies
that the electron must travers 20 layers without scattering. In order to
realise such a mean free path, the crystallographic quality of a SL must be
excellent, i.e. the constituent materials must have a very accurate lattice
match. The materials for type I and type II superlattices fullfill this
requirement. Despite these precautions, up to now no superlattice has been
realised in which any effect related to the inflection point in the subband
has been observed, although transport through multiple barriers has been
observed.
(3)

In addition to this scattering problem, the perfect lattice match be

tween the materials which constitute the SL is also required for another
reason: Dislocations at the interface can act as traps for free charge.
This localised charge will shield the electric field from the potential
difference between the layers. In the following discussion a perfect
lattice match is assumed with no bound charge in traps.
Superlattices are made from semiconducting materials, therefore
general the free charge must come from the doping, but m

m

type II super-

lattices, which show a semiconductor-somimetal transition ( see paragraph
IV.4.4.), free charge can also be present in undoped materials. In either
case,the charge distribution in will affect the energy level structure, and
the characteristic length which has to be considered in this context is the
screening length.
It is well known that free carriers tend to distribute themselves in
such a way that they shield electric fields. For degenerate materials (which
most superlattices are) this length is given by the Thomas-Fermi screening
length:

2e n 0
It depends on the Fermi energy E , the net free carrier concentration η ,
F
U
the dielectric constant ε , the electron charge e and the permittivity of
r
17
-3
free space ε^. For a typical degenerate semiconductor with η = 5 10
and e

cm

= 1 2 , this results in a screening length of the order of 90 A. If the

layer thickness is much less than the screening length, the charge can be
considered homogeneously distributed in a layer. If the layer thickness
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is much larger than the screening length, the charge will be redistributed
across the interface

and electrons will accumulate on one side of the

interface , holes on the other side, a situation which is typical for
heterojunctions. The extent to which the charge distribution in the SL
influences the energy level structure in either case depends on the strength
of the potential caused by the charge

distribution compared with the ener

gies resulting from the band structure. The potential resulting from the
charge distribution can be calculated from the charge distribution using
Poissons equation. In general, the problem has to be solved selfconsistently,
because the charge distribution is the result of the bandstructure, which,
in turn, depends on the charge distribution. To get some idea about the
order of magnitude of this effect we estimate it in the following way:
We postulate that the charge distribution has the periodicity of the SL, i.e.
N
p(z)=P 0 £ A^ cos(N -ψ-

+ |- )

(IV.2)

Where p(z) is the charge distribution, including bound charge, and ρ

is

the total free charge density, the SL plane is the (x,y) plane.
In general Eq (IV.2) must satisfy.
z+d
ƒ p(z)dz=0

(IV.3)

ζ

If we assume that all free charges are in the layer with the lowest poten
tial, we further have:
hd
ρ d
ƒ pU)dz= -У0

(IV.3)

The potential distribution follows now from the Poisson equation:

¿4 = - i^dz2
Vr

(IV.4)

In the simplest case, where we use only the first coefficient of Eq (IV.2)
we have :

,„„

,,

V = V „ c o s ( ^ + ΐ ) » with
0
d
2
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P n <<V2) 2
V = —
τ
0 e„e 2π
0 r

(IV. 5)

For a superlattice with a carrier concentration of 5.10
thickness of 75 8 and ε = 12, V„ is
r
0

IV.3

Band structure of InAs-GaSb superlattices.

IV.3.1

InAs-GaSb band line-up

The

cm

, a layer

M O meV.

general discussion about SL properties in the preceding paragraph

was based on type I superlattices. The electronic properties of these
superlattices are relatively simple, due to the overlao of the band gaps.
However, the analysis in the preceding section is sufficiently general to be
applicable to type II superlattices as well, although the origin of the
band structure of these superlattices is different.
InAs and GaSb have an almost perfest lattice match, the lattice con
stants are 6.058 A and 6.095 A respectively. They are both III-V compound
semiconductors. Their band structure is fairly well known and all relevant
20 21
band parameters can be found in the literature ' .Fig.IV.2 shows the band
structure of InAs and GaSb and the band parameters which will be used
throughout this chapter. Both materials have a fairly small direct energy
gap, so that due to band-band interaction the bands will be very non-para
bolic. The extrema in the Conduction Band (CB) and the Valence Band (VB) are
located at the Γ point in the Brillouin zone, for which reason the bands
can be considered isotropic. The VB is degenerate and can be separated into
a light and a heavy hole band. The zero of the energy scale in Fig. IV.2
is such that both GaSb and InAs have their vacuum energy at the same level.
Notice that the top of the GaSb-VB is located above the bottom of the InAs-CB.
An InAs-GaSb SL is different from an Ga Al. As-GaAs SL m
x 1-х

the fol-

lowing respects:
1. The InAs and the GaSb conduction bands and valence bands have different
effective masses.
2. Because of the narrow band gap in InAs and GaSb, non-parabolicity must be
taken into account
3. Since there is no overlap of the bandgap between GaSb and InAs, there is
no well defined potential for both the VB and the CB.
The band structure of type I superlattices can be calculated by the
2
Kromg-Penney model . The procedure for this model is outlined in detail
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Fig IV.2 Band line-up and band structure of InAs and GaSb.The vacuum
level is taken to be the same for both energy scales.

in ref 22: Very simply free electron wavefunctions e —"—, where the wave2 Sj
1

vector к is given by (2mE/T )

(

are matched at the boundaries of the po

tential step. The only difference with the Kronig-Penney model is that an
effective mass is used instead of the usual free electron mass.Differences
1. and 2. could be taken into account by using the Kronig-Penney model with
different effective masses and a non-parabolic dispersion relation.
However, difference 3. no longer admits application of the simple KronigPenney model, since free electron wavefunctions do not incorporate the fact
that VB and CB wavefunctions are orthogonal. Therefore the complete Bloch
functions,
,·, „
»
/, ι ±
У (k,r) = u (k,r) e
η

i k

-r

(IV.6)

η

including the part u (k,£) , which is periodic with the cell, has to be used,
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where η is the band index number.
Two methods have been employed to calculate the band structure of type II
superlattices. In the first method, the wavefunctions are matched at the
23
interfaces of the materials and was developed by Sai-Halasz et al.
A second
method is based on a Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) at the
interfaces extended throughout the superlattice, and was used by Sai-Halasz
et al in réf. 24. We will limit ourselves to the first method since this method
allows to relate the resulting band structure directly to the known band
structure of the constituent materials. Since we are explicitely interestod
m

the behaviour of the SL m

a magnetic field, it is more convenient to

have the SL band structure parametrised in terms of the basic materials.

IV.3.2

Matching wavefunctions and their derivatives at the materials
boundaries .

The one-dimensional Bloch functions which have to be matched at the
interfaces, are shown in the following scheme; i.e.Ψ
terface) and ЗУ /dz(interface)=Э
ι
index:

GaSb(2)

InAs (1)
Ψ (k,,z) =
ι
1
,
,,
. ik.z
Au (к , ζ)e 1 +
/ ,

Bu (-к

> -ik.ζ

, ζ) e

(interface)=4 ,(ini
i+l
,/8z(interface), where ι is a layer
i+l

1

InAs (1)

\+l(k2'Z)
Cu2(k2,z)elk2Z

ikd

Du2(-k2,z)e"lk2Z

z=d 1 +d 2 =d

z=d,

ζ=0

ψ (k,,z-d)e
ι 1

(IV.7)

Неге к. is the z-component к of the wavevector m
1
ζ
tor of GaSb, u

and u

InAs, k„ the к wavevec2
ζ

the cell periodic parts of the Blocn functions in both

materials respectively and к is the superlattice wavevector. The matching of
the wavefunctions, defined in (IV.7) and their derivatives for the same
energy at tne materials interfaces, leads to a set of four equations with
A,B,C and D as unknowns. Non-trivial solutions are found by equating the de
terminant of the coefficients to zero.

Note: it is assumed in equation
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(IV.7) that the resulting wavefunction is a Bloch function with the periodi
city of the suporlattice. Simplifications can be made because the cell
periodic part of the Bloch functions u (k ,z) has the periodicity of the
lattice and materials interfaces are always at an integer times the lattice
constart,leading to:

u (k ,d,)=u (k ,0)
i i l i i

and u (k ,d)=u (k ,0)
i i
i i

(IV.8)

In addition, another property of Bloch functions can be used:

u (k ,z)= e 1 * u (-k ,-z)
1 1

1

(IV.9)

1

where φ is a phase factor.
The condition that the determinant of the matrix of the coefficients
of tne four equations resulting from the matching of the wavefunctions and
their derivatives, must be zero,leads to the following equation:

cos(kd)=cos (k d ) cos (k d ) 1 lkl+Ûl/ul
U . . ,—
2 ík +u 2 /u 2

2+Cl2/U2
+
. \ .
,— ) sinik.d.JsinCk.d,)
(IV.10)
lk
i
i'u2
3u ι
where u =u (k ,0) and u = — ι
„. Eq(IV.lO) relates the SL wavevector к to
i l l
ι 3z |z=0
the wavevectors к

Ik

and к

of the basic materials, and to the cell periodic

part of the Bloch functions

u

and u

and their derivatives at z=0.

Superlattice energy bands are given by the energy values for which the
absolute value of the right hand side of Eq (IV.10) is less than unity, the
wavevectors к

and the functions u

be realised that к

and u
1

all being a function of energy. It must

have to be calculated for the same energy, which

1

may very well be such that к

and u

are complex numbers; for these energy

values the basic materials wavevector к

leads to exponentially decaying

solutions.
Eq. (IV.10) is fairly general; it can be used to calculate the bands
resulting from all possible combinations of bands of the basic materials, by
using the appropriate expressions for к ,k ,u

and u . In the host materials

the CB and the VB couple across the gap; they are assumed also to interact
between neighbouring materials.Since these bands have practically the same
energy, the combination of the InAs-CB and the GaSb-VB will lead to the
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lowest conduction subband, and the highest valence subband.
The derivation of Eq.(IV.10) is purely one-dimensional, it is assumed
that the band structure in the χ and the y direction remains unaffected by
the SL configuration and is still descibed by the band structure of the
bulk materials. This assumption is realistic because the reciprocal effec
tive mass tensor is a scalar (isotropic effective masses in all bands) which
does not contain off-diagonal matrix elements w-iich would couple to the
z-direction.

IV.3.3

Wavefunctions and dispersion relations in a narrow gap material

As mentioned in paragraph IV.3.1, InAs and GaSb are narrow band gap
materials,

and consequently, their dispersion relation is non-parabolic.

Here we calculate approximate expressions for the dispersion relations and
wavefunctions in a narrow band gap material on the basis of the two band
25—28
k.p-method. This method was developed by E.O.Kane
; a complete
29
description is given by Calloway . The method employs the orthonormality
property of the Bloch functions in an essential way. This property can be
used to find a relation between the energy E (к) and the wavefunction Ψ (к)
in one band ι as a function of the wavevector к, in terms of the energies
E (к ) and the wavefunctions Ψ (к ) in all other bands j , for one specific
k-value k ^ « · This results in a Hamiltonian with matrix elements given by:

Η

2
= [E (10+ -^- (к 2 - к 2 )] S .+ - ( к - к.) .p.
jl
j -Ч)
2m
—
-0
jl m
—
-О
1]

(IV.11)

where

P

l

= < U

l ( ^ 0 ' - ' I Ρ I u ( Ъс'Е. ) >

(IV. 12)

The energies for all к in a band follow from the eigenvalues of (IV.11)
which are not only a function of к but also of the matrix elements p, (k„)
1] 0
and the energies E (k„). Provided these are sufficiently well known and
] 0
enough bands are taken into account, in principle the eigenvalues of (IV.11)
can give an accurate description throughout the whole Brillouin zone.
Spin orbit coupling can be included by assuming that tne cell periodic
functions and the momentum operator ρ incorporate spin orbit coupling as
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well. For a specific eigenvalue of (IV.11) the definition of the reciprocal
effective mass tensor,
/41 .
(-J„ ñ
α Β
m*
ι

2
m
Э Ε
= -y
1
2
h Зк Эк
α S

gives a relation between ρ

,
(IV. 13)

and the effective mass. Using experimental

values for the effective mass p, can be eliminated.
1]
We now use this procedure in the two band approximation, which is a
suitable approximation for the calculation of the dispersion relation in a
narrow band gap material. Tne bands considered are the Conduction Band (CB)
and the Valence band (VB). Since only relative energies occur in the cal
culation we arbitrarily define the zero of the energy scale on top of the
VB. In addition we choose к =0 because for this particular value sufficient
experimental values for the band parameters are known. Eq.(IV.11) is then
reduced to:

/

,,

hV

+

2m

К =

E

G

|

|
m

r

(IV.14)

2m

with eigenvalues:

Here, E

G

is the energy gap and m the free electron mass. The + sign

applies to the CB and the - sign to the VB. Using (IV.13) one gets:

<=•„)- i + i £

m
G
In this way it is possible

(iv.ie)

to get ρ in terms of the effective masses
η к
at the bottom of the band. With a few additional approximations:^
< E
2m
G
(small к values) and 1/m < 1/m
(small effective masses) Eq. (IV.15)
1,2
can be reduced to the following dispersion relations:
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2 2
h V

E
= E( - - 1)

Ku

E > E,,

(CB)

G

G

CB

(IV.17)

hV

E

~ »
VB

-E( -E - 1)

E < 0

(VB)

The wavefunctions,which diagonalize (IV.14) are given by:
1
U (E,r)=
C
-

{/2Ëu
C

/2(2E-E^)
G

(0,r)+/2(E-E„) u (0,r) }
G
ν
- '
(IV.18)

1
U

(E,r)=
V

-

{/-2E u ( 0 , Γ ) + / - 2 ( Ε - Ε „ ) U (0,r)ì

A2(2E-C J

C

G

-

V

-J

G
Where u (Ο,ιτ) and u (0,r^) are the cell periodic parts of the Bloch functions
at k=0 for the CB and the VB respectively. These functions can be chosen
freely but have to satisfy the following conditions:
< u
(0,r)
u
(0,r) >
c,v
— ' v,c
—
< u
(0,r) I u
(0,r) >
c,v
— ' c,v
—
u
(0,r)= u
(0,r + a)
c,v
—
c,v
—
—
< u c (0,r) | £ | u v (0,r) >

= 0

,,
(a)

= 1
(b)
(IV.19)
= ρ

(C)

Here a_ is the fundamental lattice vector. Conditions (a) and (b) express the
general properties of Bloch functions. Condition (c) relates the definition
of ρ in Eq· (IV. 12)

to Eq. (IV. 13) where ρ is expressed in terms of the

effective masses. However from Eq. (IV. 10)
u

c,v

it can be seen that only

(0,0) is required . Therefore the calculation is not very critical on

the exact expression of the wavefunction at k=0 as long as the general
symmetry properties are obeyed. Here we use:
u = e

ik.r

+ e

-ik.r

C

ík.r - e
u = e
ν

(IV.20)
-ik.r
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Condition

(IV.19)

(с) could in principle b e m e t by expanding

higher order terms and adjust the coefficients m
agreement with

(IV. 20) to

the expansion to be in

(IV.19) ( c ) .

The validity of the two band approximation can partially b e verified
by checking whether Eq (IV.16) yields the correct ratio between tne CB and
the VB effective masses for InAs and GaSb. We calculate the CB effective mass
from the VB effective m a s s and the energy gap using

Table IV.1

(IV.16) by eliminating p .

Verification accuracy of the two band model

Literature
value
(гп/т

Calculated witn
Eq(IV.16)

Literature
value

<m/m*) C B

(т/пЛсв

%в

InAs

0.024

0.023

0.023

GaSb

0.052

0.047

0.048
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IV.3 Energy dependence of the effective mass o f InAs-CB as de
termined by different experiments.
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• Faraday rotation and plasma reflection
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o Cyclotron resonance
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Table IV.1 shows the tnus calculated effective masses. The result is quite
satisfactory. An idea about the energy range where the two band model is
valid can be obtained by comparing the calculated energy dependence of the
effective mass with experimental data. This energy dependence of the effec
tive mass in the CB can be calculated from Eq.(IV.17), and one gets:

m H (E) = m*(l + 2E/EG)
where the energy is measured from the bottom of the band and m

(IV.21)

is the bottom

of the band effective mass.Fig IV.3 shows a comparison of the values calcu
lated from Eq. (IV.21) with experimental data taken from the literature
It is clear that the energy dependence of the effective mass as given by
Eq. (IV.21) is fairly well obeyed in tne range of energies up to 400 meV.

IV.3.4

InAs-GaSb superlattice band structure.

The InAs-GaSb superlattice band structure has been calculated using
Eq. (IV.10) with the dispersion relations and the wavefunctions as given

m

paragraph IV.3.3. As mentioned before, the lowest lying energy states, in
which we are primarily interested, result from the matching of the InAs-CB
with the GaSb-VB. The parameters used in the calculation are mainly the ef
fective masses and the energy gaps defined in Fig IV.2, with the exception
of the distance between the top of the GaSb-VB and the bottom of the InAs-CB.
1Θ
Indirectly this difference has been determined by Sai-Halasz et al
to be
-0.15 eV instead of -0.1 eV,as would result from the difference m

the

electron affinities.The calculation is performed numerically by evaluating
Eq.(IV.10) for the energy range of interest. The superlattice dispersion
relation follows from the energies for which the absolute value of the
right hand side of Eq. (IV. 10) is less than unity, and the SL k-vector m

the

z-direction from к = arcos{cos(kd)}/d.
ζ

Fig. IV.4 shows the resulting band structure in the z-direction for an
individual layer thickness of 60 A for both layers. The left panel shows
the right hand side of Eq (IV.10), the right panel the SL band structure.
The original bulk InAs-CB

and GaSb-VB are also shown. One clearly sees

how the original Brillouin zone is divided into subzônes at wavevector
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Fig IV.4 Subband formation in an InAs-GaSb superlattice. The left panel
shows how subbands are formed. The right panel shows the resul

ting subbands in the original Bnllouin zone. The calculations
are for layer thicknesses of 60 A each (d=120 A ) .

values an integer times π/d, and now subbands are formed. It is also shown
how

the lowest CB-subband is shifted upwards with respect to the InAs-CB

edge and the highest VB-subband downwards with respect to the GaSb-VB edge.
The splitting into subbands results primarily from the orthogonality of the
CB and VB wavefunctions since thero is no direct potential in the region
where the GaSb-VB and the InAs-CB overlap.Fig. IV.5 shows the subband struc
ture in the reduced zone scheme for superlattices with equal layer thick
nesses, for different periodicities. Fig.IV.6 shows the subband structure as
a function of the periodicity d. Both Fig. IV.5 and IV.6 indicate how the
bands become flatter as the periodicity is increased which is parametrized
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Fig IV.5 Bandstructure of InAs-GaSb superlattices for six different
superlattice periodicities d with equal layer thicknesses in
the Brillouin zone of the superlattice.
by the ratio of the de Broglio wavelength to the barrier width. It can also
be seen from Fig. IV.6 how the CB subbands move downward to -0.15 eV
(the InAs-CB edge) and the VB subbands move upward to 0 (the GaSb-VB edge)
as the periodicity is increased. At approximately d=220 A, the bands cross
and the superlattice changes from a semiconductor into a semimetal. This
value is not too accurate because for the semiconductor-semimetal transition
the heavy hole subbands should be considered as well. For shorter periodi
cities, the superlattice has a finite bandgap, which is a function of the
periodicity. This fact has also been observed experimentally

and agrees

remarkably well with the calculations, provided the value of -0.15 eV is
used for the difference in the band edges of the InAs-CB and the GaSb-VB.
Another fact which can be observed is that the subband spacing becomes
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Fig IV.6 Energy level diagram of InAs-GaSb superlattices with equal
layer thicknesses as a function of the periodicity. The
shaded areas indicate the width of the subband.
narrower as the superlattice periodicity is increased. The reasor for this
is simply that in the reduced zone scheme the transition from superlattice
to bulk band structure occurs through an infinitesimal small subband
spacing.
However, the approximations for the results discussed m

this section

should be kept in mind. At energies far away from the bulk band edges, the
dispersion relations as derived from the two band model are not very accurate
anymore. Besides,at periodicities long compared to the screening length , and
especially m

the neighbourhood and beyond the semiconductor-semimetal

transition, charge distributions will influence the band structure considerably. Beyond the semconductor-senimetal transition electrons 'flood'
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from the GaSb-VB into the InAs-CB and the free carrier concentration, even
without doping, can be considerable.
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IV.4.

Cyclotron resonance in an InAs-GaGb superlattice.

This

section contains the results of the cyclotron resonance experiments

in an InAs-GaGb superlattice. Prelimirary results are given in IV.4.1 where
the effective mass observed in an experiment with the B-field perpendicular
to the layers is explained by the shift in the InAs-conduction band in a
superlattice. A more extensive analysis of these data is given in IV.4.2
where the lineshape, the angular dependence of the effective mass and
Shubnikov- de Haas measurements are presented and discussed.

In addition,

IV.4.2 contains a sumnary of the literature about superlattices relevant for
the present investigation.
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CYCLOTRON RESONANCE IN AN InAs-GaSb SUPERLATTICE
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Optical transmission in the far infrared region in an InAs-GaSb superlattice is studied as a function of magnetic field and frequency
Cyclotron resonance is observed for electrons confined in the InAs
conduction band whose ground state is shifted to higher energy due to
the periodic suDerlattice potential. These measurements confirm the
calculated quantisation of the energy levels in a superlattice by
ascertainine the effective mass directly.

A superlattice is a structure consisting of
ultrathin, periodic layers of two different se
miconductors (layer thickness in the order of
100 A which is about 20 lattice constants per
layer). This artificially introduced one-dimensional periodic potential leads to a strong
modification of the original band structure of
the host materials in the superlattice direc
tion. The original Bnllouin zone is divided
into subzones with subzone boundaries at vavevector values corresponding to the superlattice
periodicity. The eupcrlattice as a whole can be
considered as a completely new, highly aniso
tropic material whose electronic and optical
properties are determined not only by the band
parameters of the basis material, but also by
the superlattice periodicity, which can be
varied at will^f^.
Most of the vork up to now
has been restricted to the relatively simple
structures of О а А а - О а ^ ^ А І ^ в ^ З . Recently a new
class of superlattices consisting of consecutive
layers of InAs and GaSb has been considered^.
Shubnikov-de Haas measurements^ on this type of
superlattice show clearly the extreme amsotropy
of the superlattice system, and good agreement
is found between the measured and the calculated
Fermi energy. However, the agreement between the
calculated effective mass and the effective mase
determined indirectly from the temperature de
pendence of the Shubnkov-de Haas oscillations
was not satisfactory for all samples.

dimensional periodic potential. Therefore the
problem of calculating the band structure
strongly resembles the well known Kromg- Penney
problem for free electrons in a rectangular
periodic potential. However, in the case of a
superlattice, Bloch wave functions should be
used instead of free electron wave functions.
Taking into account this fact and matching the
wave functions of different materials and their
derivatives at the successive boundaries of the
superlattice potential taken to be along the
z-directinn, one gets^
cos(kd o ) - coatta, Jcoed^dg) -

2 4kp+Vu?

z 2 г

lk +Û /u
2 2 2
i W u *

ι ι ι

•in(k1d1).in(bsd2)
(1)

Here, the subscripta 1 and 2 refer to the two
different materials, k.,k ? are the original к
wave vectors of the host materials, к is the
wave vector of the superlattice, d is the
superlattice periodicity, d. ,dp are the layer
thicknesses of the host materials, and u.,Up
are the cell-periodic parts of the Bloch func
tion at an arbitrary boundary. Eq. (l) implies
the well known fact that not all original к
values of the host materials are allowed any
more by the superlattice periodicity. More
specifically, the lowest allowed к value ів
non-zero. Knowing the dispersion relation of
the basis materials, the energy bands can be
calculated once the allowed к values are known.
Since к β о is not allowed anymore, this leads
to a shift in energy of the band edges in a
superlattice. For an ІпАв-GaSt superlattice the
lowest conduction subband and the highest
valence subband calculated in this way results
from matching at the boundaries of the light
hole GaSb valence band wave function to the
light electron InAs conduction band wave
function. Since we are interested щ electrons

In this paper we report the first observa
tion of cyclotron resonance in a superlattice,
and therefore the first direct and accurate
determination of the effective mass. The superlattice under investigation was that of InAs
and GaSb. This structure is especially interest
ing because due to the strong energy dependence
of the effective mass, its determination provi
des direct information about the energy levels
in the superlattice.
The periodic arrangement of two semicon
ductors in a superlattice gives rise to a one35
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only we do not consider the heavy hole valence
band which does not couple to the other two
bands. The heavy hole bands in a superlattice
have to be considered separately^. The Fermi
energy can be obtained by integration of the
density of states of each subband, knowing the
total electron concentration η
This calcula
ted Fermi energy can be verified by means of
the Shubmkov-de Haas effect5»6.
Table I summarizes the relevant character
istics of the investigated sample. The carrier
concentration and the mobility were derived
from Hall measurements. The subband energies
and width of the two lowest conduction bands
and the Fermi energy were calculated as des
cribed above. The material parameters used for
this calculation are 0.h2 eV and 0.81 eV for
the energy gaps, band edge masses m№/m of elec
trons of 0.023 and 0.0U8, and for the light
holes of 0.025 and 0.052 for InAs and GaSb res
pectively, while the bottom of the InAs conduc
tion band is taken to be 0 1 eV below the top
of the GaSb valence band?. The Fermi energy is
calculated as Ep = 39 meV above the lowest
subband edge, which implies that only this band
is occupied. This band originates from the InAs
conduction band which is shifted to higher

31» No

lattice potential are in the z-direction,
Eq. (2) is modified in the following way. The
bottom of the band in a superlattice is given
by Eq. (2) for к » о, к - о, and к has the
lowest value allowed by the superlattice perio
dicity. The energy corresponding to this level
duction band. In a magnetic field, the remain
ing quantum numbers к and к are replaced by
К heB
(N
here Л is the Landau level number.
2 ; m«
Combining with Eq. (2) one obtains the energy
levels of a superlattice in a magnetic field

(H

V

è'^-V'

-і^

(3)

and an effective mass
m"(E 1 1 B) - 111и(1

E H + 1 ( E 1 . B ) + Ε^Ε,,Β)

) (U)

where m is again the effective mass at the
bottom of the conduction band of the bulk InAs,
Е^(Е ,B) can be calculated from Eq. (3). There
fore, a determination of the effective mass
provides a direct means to verify the calcula-

Table I
Superlattice sample characteristics.
InAs layer thickness

d

GaSb layer thickness

d

number of periods

η

carrier concentration (Hall effect)

η

,
2

first subband energy (subband width)(calculated)

e
ν
Γ, (ΔΕ,)

second subband energy (subband width)(calculated)

F2UE2)

calculated Fermi energy above first subband

Ер

carrier mobility (Hall effect)

measured Fermi energy above first subband
(Shubmkov-de Haas effect, using m» = О.О^З m )
energies by an amount E.. This implies that in
a cyclotron resonance experiment the observed
mass has to be related to the InAs conduction
band mass. All other masses occur at energies
relatively far away from the Fermi level. We
now focus on this band to calculate the energy
levels of the superlattice in a magnetic field.
In a two band model, using the k.p method, the
approximate expression of the dispersion rela
tion for the InAs conduction band valid over
the energy range of the present experiments, is
given by«

EO+fO

(2)

where E is the energy measured with respect to
the InAs conduction band edget and E r and m11
are the InAs band gap and the band edge effec
tive mass. In a superlattice and in a magnetic
field where both magnetic field and super-

65 Й
80 S

'cale
E*.

125
lt.8 1 0 1 7 еи":
7300 cm" 2 /VS
1θ6 (10) meV
U65 (6) meV
39 ше
liO meV

ted shift E. in the InAs conduction band. For
this purpose we measured the effective mass by
measuring the change in the Far Infrared Radia
tion (FIF) transmission due to cyclotron re
sonance as a function of frequency and magnetic
field.
The FIR transmission experiments were done
at three different wavelengths (X • II8.8 um,
λ • 70.6 um and λ • 57 um) using an optically
pumped FIR laser «yete«. The magnetic fields
were generated by one of the Bitter coll» of
the Nijmegen High Magnetic Fields Installation.
The transmitted radiation was detected by a
He-cooled Si-bolcmeter. The transmission signal
was normalized by means of a reference signal
to eliminate fluctuation of the laser output
power.
Fig. 1 shows the observed change in trans
mission for the three different wavelengths in
vest gated. A clearly resolved though fairly
broad resonance is observed. The inset in Fig. 1
shows the peak positions vs FIR energy ала sag-
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fore directly demonstrates the lifting of the
bulk conduction band due to the superlattice
periodicity.
In order to identify the relevant cyclo
tron resonance transitions, we show in Fig. 2
the calculated splitting of the subbands аз a
function of magnetic field using Eq. (3). Tran
sitions occur between conduction band states
below and above the Fermi level, and the ob
served transitions are indicated in the figure.
The effective masses at the three resonant
fields can be calculated by using Eq. i ^ ) , and
can be compared with the observed values
(Table II). Considering that the calculation
contains no adjustable parameters (only common
ly accepted literature values for the bulk
material are used) and that spinsnlitting and
energy dependence of the g-factor9 are comple
tely neglected, the agreement between measured
and calculated masses is quite satisfactory.

Transmission

Energy ( m e V )

10

1Ь
Resonance field BIT)

Fig. 1 : Transmission signal for an ІпАз-СаБЪ
superlattice as a function of magnetic field for
different frequencies. The field is parallel to the
direction of the super lattice potential. The inset
shovs the transmission minima as a function of the
magnetic field and photon energy. The dravn line
represents the fit of an effective mass of 0.0^3 m
0
to the data.
netic field. From the slope of the observed
linear dependence, an effective mass of
О.О^З m is derived. Using this effective mass
a Fermi energy can be derived from the periodi
city of the observed Shubnikov-de Haas oscilla
tions. This results in a Fermi energy of UO meV
which agrees very veil with the calculated
value of 39 meV. For bulk InAs the energy de
pendence of the effective mass is given by

Bziresla)

m (E) « m

(l + τ^ϊ· Using this equation the
G
observed effective mass would occur at an ener
gy of 162 meV whereas for the superlattice
sample under investigation the Fermi energy is
only ^0 meV. The observed effective mass there

Fig. 2 : Calculated energy levels of an InAs-GaSb
superlattice in a magnetic field. The vertical solid
lines represent the measured cyclotron resonance
transition. For the energy scale, the bulk InAs
conduction band edge is taken as the zero level.

0

Table II
Comparison between measured and calculated effective nasses.
Resonance F i e l d

m

calculated

m

measured

В (Tesla)

98

3.95

O.OU76

O.OUll + 0.001

6.39

о.оибв

0.0l»2 + 0 . 0 0 1

8.16

0.01(80

O.Olilt + 0 . 0 0 1
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It should be noted that both the calcula
ted and observed masses are somewhat lover for
6.39 Τ than for the other two fields. The
reason for this may lie in the relative posi
tions of the Fermi energy with respect to the
Landau levels: The transition at this field
occurs at a somewhat lower energy than those
at the other two fields, as can be seen from
Fig. 2.
In conclusion it may be stated that for
the first time cyclotron resonance in a superlattice has been observed. The measured effec
tive mass can only be explained by taking into
account the shift in the energy band brought

Vol. 31, No. 1

about by the quantisation caused by the superlattice periodicity. This observation therefore
is a direct denonstration of the quantisation
of the energy bands in a superlattice.
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IV.4.2

Lineshape and lineposition of cyclotron resonance m

a

n-InAs-GaSb

superlattice.

ABSTRACT

Far infrared transmission of a n-InAs-GaSb superlattice as a function
of magnetic field, frequency, and orientation of the superlattice plane with
respect to the magnetic field, and Shubmkov- de Haas measurements on the
same sample are studied. The band structure of the superlattice under investigation and the effective mass is calculated. The resonance position shows
a sinusodial dependence on the angle between the superlattice plane and the
magnetic field. This is explained by the level broadening due to scattering.
Assuming all electrons are confined within the lowest potential material the
Shubmkov- de Haas measurements yield a layer carrier density consistent with
the measured carrier density from Hall measurements. The linewidth and line
position can be fitted to the experimental data using a classical expression
of the polansability of 2D electron gas incorporating the energy dependence
of the effective mass and the finite subband width, with the shift in the
lowest subband and the relaxation time as fitting parameters. The best fit is
obtained with a relaxation time of 1.35x10

s, which is .75 times the relaxa-

tion time derived from de Hall measurements, and subband shift of 145 meV
which is 50 meV less than the calculated subband shift.
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I

Introduction.

Suporlattices are artificially grown periodically layered structures with
layer thicknesses of the order of ten times the lattice constant. The electronic properties of this new material differ markedly from the properties
of the basis materials provided the layer thickness is small compared to the
mean free path and the screening length, and is in the order of the deBroglie
wavelength. These conditions limit the superlattice layer thicknesses to
below 250 X. There has been a considerable interest in the electronic proper1 2
ties and the band structure of superlattices ' .
The superlattice periodicity acts as a periodicity superimposed on the
lattice periodicity and as a consequence of this the original Brillouin zone
is divided into subzônes with boundaries at wavevector values к = шт/d. As a
consequence subbands are formed separated by small gaps.
The width of a subband is a measure of the dimensionality. A very narrow
subband implies that the carriers become localized in the layers that are
energetically favourable. In this situation the energy level structure of a
superlattice closely resembles that of a series of deep potential wells
(Quantum Size Effect), and the structure can be viewed as a periodically
arranged set of two dimensional electron gases. Due to the research done on
the metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor research on the elec3 4
tronie properties of such a system has been very active in the past ' . On
the other hand subbands can be fairly broad, showing a more or less three
dimensional character if the layer thicknesses are small compared to the
de Broglie wavelength.
Man-made superlattices have become a reality through development of the
Molecular Beam Epitaxial (MBE) technique which made it possible to grow
layers of a few lattice constants '

with very abrupt interfaces ' ' . The

first superlattices were fabricated from alternating layers of GaAs and
Ga Al, As. These materials have an almost perfect lattice match, while
χ 1-х
the Ga Al

As band gap overlaps that of GaAs. The band gap discontinuity

at the interfaces between these two materials is distributed between the
conduction band and the valence band, but is mostly (85%) accomodated in the
1 9
conduction band ' . The properties of these superlattices could be adequately
described by a simple Kronig-Penney model and in the quantum size effect
regime also by an isolated potential well. The energy level structure cal
culated in either way is confirmed m

a number of experiments; electron
101

tunneling
ments

'

, optical absorption and reflection ' '

, resonant Raman scattering

, photocurrent measurp-

and Shubnikov-de Haas experiments

Recently a new type of superlattice has been developed based on
In, Ga As and GaSb, As whose lattices Tiatcl· perfectly, and can be grown
1-х χ
l-y y
16
by MBE technques

. These structures differ markedly from tne GaAs-Ga Al

As

superlattices since the top of the pure GaSb valence band is located above
the bottom of the InAs conduction band and the band gaps do not overlap.
17 18
'
have shown that

Band structure calculations on this type of superlattice

apart from the usual subband formation a new phenomenon, i.e. a periodicity
19
dependent band gap appears, which has also been verified experimentally
In addition to this, the energy dependence of the effective liasses involved
can be used to verify the erergy level structure, as has been done in refs.
20 and 21, where the observed effective mass (from cyclotron resonance and
temperature dependence of the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations respectively)
could be related to the bottom of the band effective mass by taking into
account the shift in energy from the subbands due to the superlattice perio
dicity. In this paper cyclotron resonance measurements in an n-InAs-GaSb
superlattice are reported. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate
the effective mass and the scattering times in a η-type InAs-GaSb sjperlattice with the technique of cyclotron resonance.
The effective mass perpendicular to the layers of the superlattice under
investigation is calculated from the curvature of the subband, obtained from
a Kronig-Penney noael, modified by using the full Bloch functions to account
for the specific band line-up for tne constituent materials. The effective
mass in the plane of the layers is calculated from the energy dependence of
the effective mass in the constituent materials, taking into account the
shift in the bulk band-edge resulting fron the superlattice periodicity. As
would be expected these calculations show a highly anisotropic effective
mass. This anisotropy is most easily investigated with cyclotron resonance
experiments, by observing the dependence of the resonance, as observed in a
transmission experiment, on the orientation of the superlattice plane with
respect to tne magnetic field. In oraer to be able to compare the calculated
effective mass witn the field perpendicular to the plane of the layers to
the observed mass, knowledge has to be obtained of the Fermi energy, which
can partially be obtained fron Shubnikov-de Haas measurement and partially
from calculations. In addition the Shubnikov-de Haas experiments confirm the
extent to which the carriers are localized in layers of one material or
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whether they are more or less free.
The shift m

the lowest subband with respect to the bulk band-edge can

be calculated from the measured effective mass in the plane of the layers,
due to the energy dependence of the effective mass. Since cyclotron resonance
is measured in a transmission experiment the resonance pobitior can only be
reliably obtained by fitting the measured lineshape to the calculated trans
mission taking into account the lineshape distortions caused by the electro
magnetic properties of the sample. Due to the strong non-parabolicity of the
bands involved the energy dependence of the effective mass has to be incor
porated in this fit. The resonance position, and therefore the effective
mass, and the scattering time can be derived from the transmission data, with
this fit procedure. These transmssion measurements were carried out at tnree
different frequencies (λ = 118.8, 70.6 and 57.0 ym) and at low temperatures
(10 K ) .

II

InAs-GaSb superlattice bandstructure.

The bandstructure of superlattices was initially calculated through the
one-dimensional Kromg-Penney model applied to quasi—free electrons with the
22
effective mass of the bulk-materials . As mentioned before this procedure
gave fairly accurate results for the Ga Al

As-GaAs type superlattices,

although a correction for the charge distribution over the layers had to be
made. This simple model was successful! for these type of superlattices
because the band gaps of the two materials overlap, and a simple square wave
modulated potential for both Conduction Band (CB) and Valence Band (VB)
results.
For the InAs-GaSb type of superlattice this simple procedure cannot be
directly applied. Using the conventional procedure to calculate the band
line-up at the InAs-GaSb interface (taking the electron affinities for both
materials at the same energy) one sees that the InAs-CB is 140 meV below the
23
GaSb-VB edge . Calculations of InAs-GaSb hetero^unctions resulted in
24
values for the position of the InAs-CB between 100 meV below the GaSb-VB
25
to 150 meV above the GaSb-VB edge . Analysis of optical data of InAs-GaSb
type of superlattices
tions

19

and I-V characteristics of InAs-GaSb heterojunc-

have shown that taking the InAs-CB edge 150 meV below the GaSb-VB

edge gave the best agreement between theory and experimental data. Despite
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these uncertainties in the exact value of this band parameter, it is clear
that the simple Kronig-Penney model cannot be used to calculate the InAs-GaSb
superlattice, because of the interaction of the InAs-CB with the GaSb-VB. Two
approaches have been used to calculate the bandstructure of such a superlattice. One based on a linear combination of atomic orbitals at the mate18
rials interfaces extended throughout the superlattice , the other on a
modified Kronig-Penney model which takes into account the specific bandstructure of the basis materials

. In this paper we will use the second

procedure of which the results are directly related to the bulk materials
bandstructure. Since we are concerned with cyclotron resonance in an n-type
material we are only interested in the lowest conduction subband which re
sults from the interaction of the light hole and electron bands and not in
the heavy hole bands. In the second method for the calculation the light
hole and electron states are more easily separated from the calculation of
the heavy holes.
The simple Kronig-Penney model is modified by the fact that instead of
the free electron wavefunctions, Bloch wavefunctions.and no simple free
electron wavefunctions,and their spatial derivatives have to be matched at
the interfaces in order to account for the orthogonality of the CB and VB
wavefunctions. This leads to the following expression:

cos(kd) = cos(k d.)cos(k d ) -

1 Л

"!

2 Ц+и2/и2

+

1к

+й

/и

2 2 2,

,ь „l

x1c14ü1/u^ain(kldl)sln(k2d2) '

(1)

which relates the superlattice wavevector к to the basic materials wavevectors
к

and k 7 , and the values of the cell periodic part of the Bloch wavefunc

tions u. and u , and their spatial derivatives ύ

and ύ

Here d = d +d_, is the superlattice periodicity, while d

at the interface.
and d

refer to

the layer thicknesses. The superlattice Ε-k relation follows from the ener
gies for which the right part of Eq. (1) gives values between -1 and +1.
Values of k. and к

follow from the dispersion relations E = E(к ) of the

basic materials, for which the following expressions can be derived from the
27
two band approximation of the k-p method
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The Tiatrix element ρ can be expressed ir terms of the expérimental values of
the effective mass by using the definition of the effective mass tensor.
This way spin-orbit coupling is empencally taken into account. Since for
χ
2 2
InAs and GaSb 1/m > 1/n and h к /?m < E , tne dispersion relations for the
InAs and GaSb 1/m > 1/n and h к
G
CB and the VB follow from (2) as

h2k2

E{~
E
G

2m^
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- 1) (CB)
(3)

h2k2

E
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The cell periodic

G

parts of the Bloch furetions which follow from the

k-p

method are given by:
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For u (0,r^) and u (0,r) the following set of orthonormal wavefunctions, which
satisfy the general properties cf the Bloch functions was chosen

2ΤΓΖ

u (0,ζ) = e
с

а

2πζ

+ e

(CB)
(5)

2πζ
u (0,ζ) = e

a

а

_ 2πζ
- e

а

(VB) .

These functions do not give values of the matrix element p, which are con
sistent with the experimental value. However in Eq. (1) only the values at
ζ = 0 are needed, and therefore addition of higher harmonics terms to (5) has
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wavevector kj

Fig. 1 Band structure of an InAs-GaSb superlattice. The
left panel shows how subbands are formed from the
original InAs conduction band and the GaSb valence
band. The right panel the resulting three dimensional band structure. The calculations were performed for layer thicknesses of 65 A (InAs) and

80 8 (GaSb); d=145 X
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no significant effect on the calculated bandstructure. The expressions derived
above are only valid for energy values near to the band-edge. These condi
tions do not fully apply to our situation but the energy dependence of the
effective mass is shown to represent the experimental data for InAs up to
21
400 meV in the band , justifying the use of the band model up to that
energy.
By the procedure described above, the superlattice bandstructure which
results from matching the InAs-CB to the GaSb-VB, has been calculated. Re
sults are shown in Fig. la, where the experimental sample values of 65 A and
80 A for respectively the InAs and GaSb layer thicknesses have been used.
Band gap energy values of 0.41 eV for InAs and 0.Θ2 eV for GaSb were taken,
while for the light hole mass 0.052 m

and electron mass 0.023 m are used.

The position of the InAs-CB edge was taken 0.15 eV below the GaSb-VB edge. As
would be expected the Bnllouin zone is divided into subzôres with boundaries
at к

= π/d and subbands are formed. However it should be emphasi7ed that

where the origin of the subbands in the Kronig-Penney model is the potential
difference, here they are primarily caused by the orthogonality of the CB
and VB wavefunctions. CB and VB subbands are shifted upwards respectively
downwards with respect to the bottom respectively the top of the band-edge
energies in the bulk material. The first conduction subband is moved upwards
by an amount of 195 meV, and is only 14 meV wide. Fig. lb shows the resulting
bandstructure of the superlattice; a small subband in the z-direction and
in the x,y-direction the bulk materials bands which are moved upward due to
the superlattice periodicity.
Since the particular superlattice is a η-type material we now concen
trate on the lowest conduction subband. The effect of a magnetic field is
calculated from Eq. (3) in the followng way: The bottom of the band in a
superlattice is given by Eq. (3) for к

= 0, к

= 0 and к

is dictated by

the superlattice periodicity. The energy corresponding to this level is Ε ,
which is just the shift in the InAs conduction bard. In a magnetic field the
remaining quantum nuirbers are replaced by (N + —)

χ

; here N is the Landau

level number. Combining with Eq. (3) one obtains the energy levels of a
superlattice in a magnetic field:

m

G

G

о
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infection pomi
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и
lower subband edge
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Fig. 2 Anisotropy of the effective mass in the conduction band
of a superlattice with layer thicknesses of 65 A (InAs)
6
χ
and 80 A (GaSb). m is calculated numerically from the
subband curvature, m
from the energy dependence of
the effective mass in InAs.
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and an effective mass

m

where m

о

« ,* ,
«M
x , y ( E l ' B ) = m o ( 1+

Vl(El'B)
i

+E

N ( E 1 ' B ]) ,

'

(7)

is the effective mass at the bottom of the conduction band for bulk

InAs, and E (E.,B) can be calculated from Eq. (6). For the z-direction the
Ε-k relation is implicitly given by (1), the effective nass in this direction
can be derived from the numerical results by calculating the curvature of
the band. Fig. 2 shows the calculated effective mass in the x,y-direction
and in the z-direction for the lowest CB of the superlattice under investi
gation. The mass in the z-direction varies from +0.52 at the bottom of the
subband to -0.07 at the top of the subband and is much larger than the
effective mass in the x,y-direction except from a small energy range around
к

= 0 and к

= π/d. The mass in the x,y-direction is the same as the InAs

mass at an energy of 195 meV above the band-edge.

Ill

Experimental details.

The experimental set-up to study cyclotron resonance in an n-InAs-GaSb
superlattice is shown in Fig. 3. Far Infrared Radiation (FIR) transmission
is observed at fixed frequency as a function of the magnetic field. FIR
radiation is generated at λ = 118.θ, 70.6 and 57.0 vm with a CH OH/D laser
which is optically pumped by a tunable CO

laser. To estimate fluctuations

of the transmission signal due to the instabilities of the laser the signal
is normalized by a reference signal obtained from the same laser beam with a
mylar beamsplitter. Both signal and reference signal are mechanically chopped
at 23 Hz and phase sensitive detected by a two channel He-cooled Si-bolometer
system and lock-in amplifiers of which the dc outputs are fed to an analog
divider. In the tilted field experiment the transmission varied with the tilt
angle of the sample. Therefore the bias current of the reference bolometer
was adjusted to give a constant ratio of the two signals at zero magnetic
field.
Via oversized lightpipes (9 mm I.D.) the FIR light was focussed to a
5x1 mm exit slit ]ust above the sample, thus using a maximal sample area
when the sample was rotated. The sample itself was glued to a plateau with a
109
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3 Experimental set-up (schematic)
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4 Configuration of the superlattice

transition layer

hole in it connected to a cog-wheel which could be rotated from the top of
the insert. The insert was mounted in a commercial variable temperature
cryostat of which the temperature could be varied and controlled between
3 К and 300 K. The measurements are performed at a temperature of 10 K. Mag
netic field up to 15 Τ were generated by one of the Bitter coils of the
28
Nijmegen High Magnetic Field Installation

. In the Shubnikov-de Haas expe

riments the magnetic field was modulated with a field of 0.05 Τ generated by
a modulation current of 70 A superimposed on the dc current of the magnet
power supply.
The superlattice sample configuration is shown in Fig. 4 and consists
of 125 alternating layers of 65 Ä InAs and Θ0 A GaSb grown on a plan parallel
(100) oriented semi-msulating GaAs substrate with the Molecular Beam Epitax1 29
ia! technique (MBE) ' . The system used is siirilar to the one described
previously for GaAs and AlAs

, with the exception that five separate effu

sion cells contain the elemental sources of the constituents In, Ga, Sb, As
and of the dopant Sn. To avoid dislocations due to the lattice mismatch of
the GaAs substrate with InAs, an insulating 1500 A transition layer was
29
grown from the GaAs to the InAs
. The lattice mismatch between InAs and
GaSb is well below 1% which is better than required for a snooth heteroepitaxial interface. The layer thicknesses were determined from the cali
brated growth rates. The electron concentration (free electron density
17
-3
2
8x10

cm

) and the mobility (7300 cm /Vs) were determined from Hall mea

surements.

IV

A

Experimental results and discussion.

Angular dependence of the effective mass.

Figs. 5a and 5b show the observed transmission of the superlattice as
a function of magnetic field for two wavelengths (λ = 11Θ.8 μιη, 70.6 μπι) and
various orientations of the superlattice plane with respect to the magnetic
field. Fig. 5c shows the transmission minima of Figs. 5a and 5b as a function
of φ (the angle between the superlattice plane and the magnetic field).
For a 2D electron gas the angular dependence of the cyclotron resonance
transmission minimum would be given by:
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transmission (arb units)

resonance field ( T l -

Fig.5 Angular dependence of the transmission of the superlattice as a function
of magnetic field and orientation for λ=118.8 μιη and λ=70.6 um.
с shows the transmission minima of В plotted against φ. The drawn line
shows the typical angular dependence of a two dimensional system.
г (arb units)

5

10

15

im
"ід.б Shubnikov-deHaas oscillations in the derivative of the superlattice re
sistance as a function of magnetic field. The inset shows the magnetic
field values at which extrema occur (the arrows) as a function of the
quantum number N'. Note that N' is not the Landau level quantum number
because extrema in the derivative do not occur at integer Landau level
numbers
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In this case only the component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the
layers determines the resonance position, since for a 2D electron gas the
effective mass perpendicular to the layer is infinite. Eq. (8 ) is scaled to
the data in Fig. 5c and it can be seen that the equation is fairly well
obeyed. However the data show systematic deviations from Eq. (Θ) especially
for λ = 118.8. Furthermore the lineshape for this wavelength is highly
asymmetric and shows a transmission at В = 15 Τ which exceeds the transmission
at В = 0 T, for φ φ 90 . This behaviour is believod to be a consequence of
the contribution to the transmission of the cyclotron resonance inactive
polarisation direction and of the interference in the plan parallel sub
strate

'

. The influence of these phenomena on the lineshape will be dis

cussed more detailed in section IV C. Here it suffices to remark that if the
sample is rotated the radiation travels at a different angle through the
substrate resulting in a different pathlength, thus changing the interference.
It has been shown in refs. 30 and 31 that a change in the interference can
cause a highly asymmetric transmission lineshape and a substantial difference
between the resonance position and the transmission mininum. Despite these
shortcomings the measurements shown in Fig. 5 show a predominant 2D character
for the superlattice.
The absolute value of the calculated effective mass in the z-direction
as shown in Fig. 2 is of the order of the effective mass ir the x,y-direction
near the bottom and the top of the subband. In t4e centre of this subband
this absolute value exceeds the mass in the x,y-direction. As far as the
bandstructure is concerned it is not obvious that this superlattice should
behave as a 2D electron gas. The reason that the measurement of the effective
mass as a function of φ shows a 2D behaviour must therefore be tnat the
scattering time broadens the subband to a degree which prohibits the obser
vation of the finite effective mass in the z-direction.
The scattering time derived from the Hall measurements, for transport in
the plane of the layers, τ

= 1.78x10

s, would result in a subband

broadening of 5 meV. If the scattering time for transport m

the direction

perpendicular to the layers would be the same (whereas it probably is much
larger) the level resulting broadening would smear out any effects due to
the finite effective mass in the z-direction. The observed 2D character is
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therefore believed to be the consequence of the poor mobility ir the sample.
В

Shubnikov-de Haas meaburements.
Fig. 6 shows the derivative of the sa-nple resistarce as a function of

magnetic field. This Tieasurement clearly shows an oscillatory structure,
which is characteristic for the SdH effect. A plot of the inverse of the
magnetic field at which extrema occur (shown by the arrows in the figure)
versus Landau level number bears out a straight line as expected.
Extrema in the resistance occur whenever a specific Landau level crosses
the Fermi energy (E ) as the iragnetic field is increased, i.e. when:
(N + i) ho) = E_ .
2
с
F

(9)

From this equation one can directly determine the period in the oscillation,

= -^-

Δώ
B

.

(10)

*т~

m EF
Because the effective nass is a function of energy as discussed in section II,
the value of the effective mass depenas on the shift in the InAs subband due
to the superlattice periodicity ard on the Fermi energy itself. Only the
product m E

can be determined from Fq. (10). At low temperatures as were

used throughout the experiments (10 K) the Fermi level follows from integra
tion over the two dimensional density of states of all subbands knowing the
21
total electron concentration . Insertion of the expression for E in Eq. (10)
gives:
Δ φ
Β

= -1-=- .

(11)

πηη„

Tne layer carrier density calculated fron Eq. (11) and the SdH measurements
11
-2
is n„ = 6.7x10
cm , and agrees very well witn the carrier density obtained
11
-2
from the total carrier density η = η (d +d ) = 6.9x10
cm . Using the
equation of the energy dependence of the effective mass as given in Eq. (7)
and the calculated subband shift E

= 195 meV the Feriri energy is calculated

as 40 meV above the first subband edge. This implies that only the lowest
114

subband xs occupied, that the superlattice under investigata or is a degenerate
material, and that all electrons are confined in the InAs layer.

С

The cyclotron resonance linesnape.

There are a number of effects which contribute to the CR lineshape in a
n-InAs superlattice. For clarity these effects will be discassed before the
actual fit to the data is described. There are roughly speaking two categories
of effects which influence the lineshape. First the electromagnetic properties
of the sample influences the transmission signal. Secondly the energy and
magnetic field dependence of the effective mass contributes to the lineshape.
Finally, the scattering mechanism in 2D material can differ markedly from
that in 3D materials, and it has been shown for MOSFETS that this can have a
32 34
'

marked effect on the lineshape

The results of IVA and IVB have shown that the electrons are confined
in the InAs layers and that as a consequence of this the superlattice can be
seen as a set of weakly interacting sheets of cnarge. Both the InAs layer
thickness (65 A) and the layer charge density (6.7x10

cm

) are comparable

with the same parameters in the well known 2D electron gas in a MOSFET. For
such a case several autnors

have pointed out that reliable data for the

scattering time and the effective mass can only be derived from a transmission
experiment if the observed transmission lineshape is fitted to a calculated
transmission lineshape, which incorporates a number of effects to be described
hereafter.
Cyclotron resonance absorption couples only to one of the two circular
polarisation directions, which compose linear polarised light (as was used
in the experiments). The magnetic field dependence of the transmission of the
cyclotron resonance inactive polarisation direction significantly contributes
to the observed transmission for low ω τ values and when the plasma frequency
is comparable to the cyclotron frequency

. In addition if a plan parallel

substrate is used, the magnetic field dependence of the reflection coeffi
cient between the 2D electron gas and the substrate distorts the line shape.
This reflection coefficient is nagretic field dependent for both circular
polarisation directions. All these conditions (ω

of the order of the plasma

frequency, low ω τ values and a plan parallel substrate) are fulfilled in
the experiments reported here, and therefore the observed transmission lineshape must be fitted to a calculated lineshape taking into account all these
effects.
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For calculation of the electromagnetic oroperties of the superlattice
sample we consider a single InAs layer of 65 A on a GaAs substrate, so that
the expressions for the calculated transmission as derived for the measure
ments on MOS-devices can be directly applied. The implicit assumption that
the phase of the incident wave is not changed significantly while penetrating
successive layers is realistic since the total sample thickness of 2 \im is
small compared to the wavelengths used in the experiment. This procedure is
believed to give the correct lineshape although the calculated magnitude of
the transmission cannot be expected to bear any resemblance with the observed
value.
In the analysis of the data we have used the formulas derived by T.A.
Kennedy et al

. These were calculated for linear polarized light propagating

at right angles to the 2D electron gas with the Poyntang vector of the radia
tion parallel to the magnetic field (Faraday configuration). These conditions
apply also to the experimental situation, except for the tilted field experi
ments. The experimental resonance lineshape did not depend on the direction
of the magnetic field showing that both polarisation directions (left circular
and right circular) of the radiation had the same amplitude.
Using a classical expression for the polarisability of a 2D plasma in a
magnetic field based on the Drude model to take scattering irto account the
transmission of a 2D electron gas on a plan parallel substrate for linear
^ 30
polarized radiation is given by

2
2
Τ = 2X~ (соз
[ 4χ"+(4->-Ω)Ω] + ^ " θ [ (1+n2
) 2 X ~ + (2+2n2
+П)Й]
1
¿
GaAs
GaAs
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smecosS
η

[

2
GaAs

í
)]\с *

Ω

+
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{ Χ" + X + , - ω
'
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f"1
c c '
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+
2 2
Х- = [ (ω + ω ) τ + 1 ] ,
— с
2
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г.
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*

χ
me

j
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α) =
e

eH

x
me
о

In this equation τ is the scattering time, m
η

is the effective mass involved,

the layer carrier density, e the electron charge, с the speed of light.

В the magnetic
field, η
the refractive index of the substrate
4
GaAs
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θ = ηGaAs ^—
as an angle
λ dο is an interference factor which can be expressed
ι
•»
and relates the substrate thickness d to the wavelength in the substrate
о
^
and m

the effective mass.
The effective mass in Eq. (12) is a function of energy ana iragnetic

field, and this must be taken into account in the calculation of the lineshape. The influence of the effective mass on the Imeshape is discussed next.
The energy and magnetic field dependence of the effective mass is given by
Eq. (7). To calculate the linesnape Eq. (12) is calculated as a function of
magnetic field. The effective mass in Eq. (12) must be replaced by the
magnetic field dependent effective mass as is given in Eq. (7). Here an
additional complication arises because the superlattice is a degenerate
material with the Fermi energy above the band-edgo. Since transitions can
only occur between Landau levels adjacent to the Fermi level, allowed tran
sitions are between different Landau levels as the magnetic field is varied.
This can be accounted for by first calculating for a specific magnetic field
Eq. (6) for all N and verifying for which N, Landau levels were adjacent to
the Fermi energy. Next these Landau levels were used ir Eq. (7), which was
in turn inserted in Eq. (12). The only parameter which is left to be adjusted
in this calculation is the subband shift E . Therefore all the lineshapes
for the three frequencies were calculated with the same E
E

as a fit parameter.

is the shift of the bottom of the subband with respect to the bulk InAs

CB edge. If a single E., corresponding to zero subband width, is u^ed this
would lead to a magneto-oscillatory structure in the effective mass as mea
sured in a cyclotron resonance experiment. Whenever a magnetic field value
is reached where a Landau level crosses the Fermi energy, cyclotron resonance
absorption moves to another transition, but since the effective mass is
energy dependent this transition has a different energy separation, leading
to the magneto-oscillatory behaviour of the cyclotron resonance absorption.
In reality the subband width is finite so if transitions are allowed from
other к

values than к

= 0 , they will smear out this oscillatory structure.

The facts that the subband width is of the same order as the Landau level
separation, in combination with the energy dependence of the effective mass
and the degeneracy of the material leads to another phenomenon. The linewidth is influenced by the energy bandwidth between which transitions can
occur. If the Fermi energy is within a subband, this energy bandwidth is
equal to the Landau level separation. If the Fermi energy is just between
two subbands (which is only possible for magnetic fields for which the Landau
117
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Fig.7 Calculated splitting of the subband as a function of magnetic field
with E =195 meV and magnetic field dependence of the subband energy
at the Brillouin zone. The arrows indicate the possible transitions
from states below the Fermi level to states above the Fermi level
and correspond to a different energy spacing due to the energy
dependence of the effective mass. This illustrates the influence
of the band structure on the CR lineshape.

11Θ

level separation is bigger than the subband width), this bandwidth is the
subband width (see Fig. 7 ) .
Finally the linewidth is influenced by the scattering time in a 2D elec32-34
that the

tron gas. It nas been shown theoretically and experimentally

scattering in a 2D system differs markedly from tne 3D situation. This has
led to the observation of an asymmetric linewidth and an oscillatory struc
ture in the lireshape with extrema at harmonics of the resonance field. In
principle these features also play a role in a superlattice. However in this
case it was found that the classical expression for the scattering used in
Eq. (12) with a constant τ was adequate to explain the results.
Fig. 7 shows the calculated splitting of the subbands in a magnetic
field at В = 4 Τ and В = 6 Τ and the rragnetic field dependence of the subband
energy at the edge of the Bnllouin zone. Tie

figure illustrates the in

fluence of the band structure and the degeneracy of the superlattice for then
calculation of the linewidth, since arrows which denote the possible transi
tions, are not of the same length due to the energy dependence of the effec
tive mass. Therefore if an experiment would be done in which the transmission
at a fixed magnetic field was measured as a function of frequency, one would
observe this effect. An identical situation occurs for a measurement of the
transmission at fixed frequency as a function of magnetic field. The energy
bandwidth between which transitions can occur (tae energy difference between
the lowest and the highest starting point of the arrows in Fig. 7) at 4 Τ
is the Landau level separation, and at 6 Τ the subband width.
Fig. 8 shows the observed lineshapes for the wavelengths used in the
experiments, and the calculated lineshapes according to Eq. (12), with the
peak magnitude fitted to the data and choosing an optimal fit for the

inter

ference parameter Θ. The drawn line represents the experimental lineshape,
the dashed line was fitted to the experimental data using an energy depen
dent effective mass giver by Eq. (7), assuming zero subbard width, using the
scattering time as was derived from the Hall measurements (τ = 1.78x10
о

s)

and E. = 145 meV. The structure in the calculated line is the result of the
fact that as discussed before different Landau levels are involved as the
magnetic field is increased. The dotted line was calculated with the same
fit parameters except that the calculated subband width (14 meV) is taken
into account. The circles correspond to the best fit with the same parameters
but taking τ = 0.7 5 τ .
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Fig.θ Measured (solid line) and calculated CR transmission lineshapes of an
InAs-GaSb superlattice. For the calculations a subband shift of
E =145 meV is used,while the peak transmission and the interference
parameter are fitted to the data. The dashed curve is calculated
for a zero subband width and a scattering time τ = 1.78 10 s.
The dotted curves are calculated for the same parameters, but with
a 14 meV subband width. The circles indicate a fit with a scattering
time τ = 1.35 10
s. Note that for clarity the dashed curve is
drawn separately.
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The ас scattering time is found to be 25% smaller than the dc scattering
time. The temperature dependence of the linesnape was verified betweer 4 К
ard 40 К bat was found tc be tne same,consistent with the transport neasurements which also did not show a tenperature dependent mobility. This indi
cates that neutral impurities are tne main scattering mechanism. It seems
therefore that despite the perfect lattice match of the constituent materials
and despite the precautions taken in the growth process there apparently is
a fair amount of crystal defects in the suoerlattice.

D

The effective mass, the subband energy shift and the g-factor.

The transmission minimum as it would occur if interference and plasma
effects were absent can be derived from the parameters which represent the
best fit to the observed lineshape for all three wavelengths. This resonance
position compared with the calculated Landau level splitting using E. =
145 meV is shown in Fig. 9, w m c h shows that transitions occur between dif
ferent Landau levels at different magnetic fields. In Fig. 9 it can also be
seen tnat despite nonparaboliclty all transitions lie approximately on a
straight line which would correspond to an effective mass of 0.043 m . This
mass is ;just the InAs-CB effective mass at an energy of E +E

= 185 meV.

Neglecting all details of the bandstructure, we could have fitted the data
with a constant effective mass although slightly different for different
wavelengths and a different (shorter1 scattering time. However this would
not nave corresponded to tne real physical situation, but it shows that as a
consequence of the poor mobility the lineshape is not very sensitive for
details in the bandstructure.
The bandstructure calculations in section II resulted in a calculated
subband shift of 195 meV, which deviates substantially from the 145 meV as
derived from the measurements using the energy dependence of the effective
mass. There are several reasons for this discrepancy.
- It may be questioned whether the bard line-up as calculated from tne dif
ference in the electron affinities is an accurate description of the real
physical situation at the interface. Polarization charge across the inter
face may lead to substantial corrections. As was discussed m

refs. 18,

41,42 and 24,25, these corrections can be of the order of 100 meV.
- In addition to

polarization charge there is also a dipole field from the

fact that in a uniform doped material all free charge is confined m

the

InAs layers, leading to a dipole field between the InAs and GaSb layers.
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Landau level energy difference 30 г
E W - E H (meV)

Fig.9 Calculated Landau level energy difference E
-E as a function
of magnetic field using a subband shift of l?5 meV. The observed
transmission minima, as determined froir a carefull fit to the
lineshape for the three frequencies used, are indicated by the
arrows. For different magnetic fields transitions occur between
different Landau levels. The thick line represents the magnetic
field dependence for an energv independent effective mass of
0.043 m.
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The screening length in our case is 90 A which will lead to a more or less
homogeneous distribution of the free charge in the InAs layer. An estimate
of the potential strength due to this situation shows that the energy
differences in this situation for our sa-nple are of the order of 10 meV,
which is too small for the observed discreparcy.
- The dispersion relations derived in section II on the basis of the two band
k-p model can be improved by the use of more accurate expressions for the
dispersion relations of the materials of our concern as given by several
35-40
authors
Till so far the spin splitting of the Landau levels has been completely
neglected. This is justified by the fact that it does not show up neither in
the resonance lineshape, nor in the Shubnikov-de Haas measurements. In pure
InAs the bottom of the band g-factor is very high, g =-15

and is readily
43 44
observed in the cyclotron resonance lineshape in pure InAs
' , because
both the effective mass and the g-factor are energy deoendent which leads to
different resonance conditions for the two different spin orientations.
Pidgeon et al

have determined the energy dependence of the g-factor for

InAs and found that the g-factor increases with increasing energy, changes
sign and becomes zero at 185 meV above the bottom of the band. This is exactly
the energy in the InAs band where our experiments have been done, which could
very well be the reason for the fact that no spin splitting is observed.

V

Conclusion.

In conclusion it may be stated that cyclotron resonance is observed in a
n-InAs-GaSb superlattice. The angular dependence of the observed resonance
clearly demonstrates a 2D character of the superlattice system. The resonance
position can only be related to the band-edge InAs effective mass by taking
into account the shift in this band resulting from the superlattice periodicity. The value of this shift is calculated to be 195 meV using a modified
Kronig-Penney model to account for the orthogonality of CB and VB wavefunctions and approximate expressions of the dispersion relations of the basic
materials derived with the two band k-p model. This value of the subband
shift is determined from the experiment to be 14 5 meV. This difference is
supposed to be the result of a combination of space charge effects due to
spatially discrete charged layers of opposite charge, polarization charge
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effects at the materials interfaces modifying the band line-up as calculated
from the difference m

the electron affinities and of the approximations made

in the derivation of the basis materials dispersion relations and wavefunctions.
The lineshape can be calculated with a classical expression of the
polanzability of a 2D electron gas taking into account tne linesnape distortions due to plasna effects and the parallel substrate, mcorporatirg
non-parabolicity, including the finite subband width and using a scattering
time of 1.35x10

s which is 0.75 times the scattering time derived from

Hall mobility data. The lineshape is found however to be not extremely sensitive to details in the bandstructure for which reason no positive statement
can be made that the linewidth directly reflects the f i n t e subband width.
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APPENDIX

Α. 1

Metal Meshes

In Chapter II two parallel metal meshes were used as partial reflectors
in a Fabry Perot interferometer for the purpose of separating different wave
lengths in a complex FIR laser spectrun. The choice of the relection coeffi
cient of the partial reflectors in a Fabry Perot is a compromise between the
required resolution λ/Δλ

(which increases with increasing reflection coeffi

cient) and the transmission of the interferometer (which decreases with in
creasing reflection coefficient)

. To separate different FIR laser lines

mirror reflection coefficients in the order of 80% are required.
Metal meshes are (See Fig A.l) two dimensional grids with either regular
arranged square holes in a thin metal film (inductive meshes) or regular
squares on a substrate (capacitive meshes). Meshes are characterized by the
grid constant g, the distance between the squares, 2a (See Fig A.l) and the
thickness t, and form suitable partial reflectors in the FIR region. As shown
2
the reflection coefficient for g/X<l, t<2a and neglecting absorp-

by Ulrich

reflection coefficient ( % )

1

normalised frequency g / λ

Fig.

Al Calculated reflection coefficient of metal meshes (inset) for four
different values of a/g as a function of the normalized frequency
g/λ.
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tion losses is given by:

1
R =
1

r

R =
c

r

inductive meshes

(A.l)

capacitive meshes

(Λ.2)

I+ZQAT

2

ι+ζ

τ—2
a

0

Here Ω=(ω/ω )-(ω / ω ) , where ω = 1 for inductive meshes and ω = 1 - 0.27g/a
о
о
о
о
for capacitive meshes, wnile ш=д/Х with λ the wavelength of the incoming
radiation. The mesh inroedance Ζ

0

is in good approximation given bv :

1
2 In cscUa/g)

(A.3)

Fig. A.l shows the calculated reflection coefficient for a/g values in the
range of the values for commercially available meshes (Buckbee and Mears
Minnesota, USA).
In Fig, II.5 a mesh with g= 16.8 μη and a=3.5 μπι was used (a/g=0,2) ,
which corresponds to a reflection coefficient of 88% for 50 ym wavelength of
the radiation. The calculated resolution λ/Λλ for these meshes is 20 which
is quite sufficient to separate 57 ym and 46.7 ym.
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Α.2

Beam divergence angle with hole outcoupling.

As mentioned in Chapter II a disadventage of hole outcoupling in a laser
is the relative large divergence angle of the beam. This divergence is esti1 2
mated from the propagation of a Gaussian Beam mode ' , which has been snown
by Degnan

to be a good approximation of the actual mode which leaves a di

electric waveguide cavity. A Gaussian Beam mode is a free space propagating
mode with a Gaussian field amplitude distribution in the cross section of the
beam. The beam waist w (half width of the Gaussian distribution) which charac
terises a Gaussian beam mode is given by:
¿
¿r , ,.ΛΖ
λ ζ , ¿ч
2-v
w = w vI l + ( — ) IJ
0
ww
Here ζ is the propagation direction, w

(A.4)
the beam waist z=0 and the wavelength

of the radiation. For the calculation of the laser output beam divergence
z=0 is taken the outcoupling hole, w

is the outcoupling hole diameter. Fig.

A.2 shows the resulting beam divergence for the three frequencies used in the
experiments. Where z=0 is taken at the outcoupling hole and w = 2.5 mm, the
diameter of the outcoupling hole. The figure clearly shows that the use of
light pipes is necessary to guide the radiation to the experiment.
beam waist (mm]
15

Fig.

λ=11ββ μπι

A 2 Calculated beam divergence for the FIR waveguide laser with a 2.5 Tin
outcoupling hole for three different wavelengths.
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Calibration of the A u F e

, -Chromel thermocouple in a high magnetic

field.

An AuFe

-Chromel thermocouple is used as a sensor for the tempera

ture stabiliser in the Oxford Instruments Variable temperature cryostat.
(Section II. 1) Since the thermovoltage of this thermocouple is magnetic field
dependent, it was calibrated against magnetic field using a magnetic field
independent Lake Shore CS-400R capacitance temperature sensor. This calibra
tion is shown in Fig. A.3.

TAuFe003o/.-Chr(B = (1)-TAuFe D03 V.-Chr^HK)

10

20

30

ί,Ο
T(K|

Fig. A3 The measured difference between the temperatures at zero magnetic
field and in a magnetic field which give the same thermovoltage
for a AuFe 0.03%-Chromel thermocouple, as a function of temperature
at zero magnetic field for four different magnetic field values.
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Α.4

Lineshape distortion of FIR cyclotron resonance m

a suporlattice.

As was discussed in section IV.4.2 plasma effects and a plan parallel
substrate have marked influence on the cyclotron resonance lineshape in a
two dimensional electron gas (2D) as observed in a transmission experiment.
Fig.A.4 illustrates this effect for tne experimental sample in IV.4.2 with
11 -2
6.8x10 cm
layer concentration an effective mass of 0.04 3 m and a scat
tering time of τ=1.78x10
s. The lineshapes in Fig. A.4 are calculated
from Eq. (12) in IV.4.2 for λ= 5 7 pm and for several values of the interfe
rence parameter θ= 2πη
/λ where n„ „ is the refractive index of the subGaAs
GaAs
strate, d the substrate thickness and λ the wavelength. For a substrate thick
ness corresponding to θ=0

and θ= 90

an absorptive lineshape is observed. At

other thickness the lineshape is markedly asymétrie and tne magnetic field
position of the transmission minimum is shifted. As can be seen from Fig A.4
shifts up to 10% are possible. If the sample is rotated the pathlength of the
radiation through the sample changes. The pathlength difference of the radiation through the substrate between specular incidence at an angle of 45
corresponds to a change m

θ of the order of 90

for a 300 pm substrate, with

a refractive index of 4 and a wavelength of 100 \¡m. The lineshape distortion
resulting from this difference in pathlength accounts qualitatively for the
asvmmetnc transmission lineshape and the observed deviations of the sinusoidal angular dependence of the transmission minimum in section IV.4.2.
However tnese results can only give a qualitative explanation because stricly
speaking Eq. (12) in IV.4.2 is only valid with the Poyntmg vector of the
radiation parallel to the magnetic field and perpendicular to the 2D electron
gas.
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B(Tesla)

Fig. A4 Calculated cyclotron resonance transmission lineshape as a func
tion of magnetic field for a two dimensional electron gas.with
an effective mass of 0.043 m , a layer density of 6.8x10
cm
and a scattering time of τ=1.78x10
s for λ=57 μιη. The lineshapes are calculated for four different values of the
interference parameter Θ.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis, two distinct types of cyclotron resonance studies with
far infrared radiation and at high magnetic fields in semiconductors are discussed.
Chapter II describes the experimental set-up used in these experiments
with emphasis on the optically pumped Far Infrared Radiation (FIR) laser systan used as a source for the radiation. This laser system consists of a CO
laser as a pump and a FIR waveguide laser as the passive cavity. The system
produces either CW or pulsed output (MOOns pulses) . The system and its performance in both the CW mode and the pulsed operation mode is described.
Chapter III deals with the investigation of an old, hitherto uninvestigated phenomenon related to cyclotron resonance in semiconductors, i.e. the
change in the static conductivity at cyclotron resonance conditions in pure
semiconductors. It is shown that for pure n-GaAs and at high magnetic fields
hü)

> kT , where о, is the cyclotron frequency) this effect arises primarily

from a change in the free carrier density resulting from the charge redistri
bution as a consequence of carrier pxcitation by cyclotron resonance absorp
tion. This observation allows a direct determination of the number of carriers
excited to the first Landau level (from the change in the conductivity); mea
suring the associated power absorption, the lifetimes of the excited carriers
—8
can be obtained. The measured lifetimes are of the order of 10 s and show a
Τ

temperature dependence. The relaxation path for the photoexcited carriers

is discussed, and it is shown that a two step process involving a quasi elas
tic transition from the first to the zeroth Landau level, followed by a stepswise energy relaxation to the bottom of the band, botn under emission of acous
tical phonons, is the most probable way of relaxation.
In Chapter IV the results of cyclotron resonance experiments in an
n-InAs—GaSb superlattice are discussed. The investigated superlattice con
sists of a number (125) of thin (65 A InAs and 80 A GaSb) alternating layers
of InAs and GaSb which results in a material with a bandstructure which in
the direction of the layers is dictated by the system geometry rather than
by the bandstructure of the constituent materials. The calculated bandstruc
ture of this material shows that subbands are formed in the superlattice
direction, and that the bands of the bulk materials are conserved in the
plane of the layers, but shifted in energy. The resulting effective mass is
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highly anisotropic and this anisotropy is determined by cyclotron resonance
experiments. The experiment shows that the investigated material behaves as
a two dimensional electron gas (Quantum Size Effect). In addition, the shift
cf

the energy of the subband with respect to the original bulk band edge, due

to the energy dependence of the effective mass involved, can be calculated
from the observed effective mass in the plane of the layers. The experimentally determined subband shift (145 meV) agrees reasonably well with calculations (195 meV), and the difference is attributed to space charge effects
and uncertainties in the band parameters used in the calculation.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden twee verbchillende cyclotron resonantie on
derzoeken met ver infrarood straling en bij hoge magneetvelden aan half
geleiders besproken.
In hoofdstuk II wordt in detail de opstelling die bi] deze experimen
ten is gebruikt besproken. De nadruk ligt hierbij op het gebruikte optisch
gepompte Ver Infrarood (VIR) laser systeem dat als stralingsbron fungeert.
Dit laser systeem bestaat uit een CO

laser die als pomp wordt gebruikt en een

passieve VIR trilholte. Het systeem kan zowel continu als gepulst gebruikt
worden ('ь 100 ns pulsen) .De mogelijkheden van het systeem en het systeem zelf
wordt voor beide toepassingen besproken.
Hoofdstuk III behandelt net onderzoek van een oud, nog niet eerder grondig
onderzocht veschijnsel bij cyclotron resonantie in halfgeleiders, nl. de ver
andering van het geleidingsvermogen van zuivere halfgeleiders als gevolg van
cyclotron resonantie. Voor n-GaAs blijkt dit verschijnsel bij hoge magneet
velden ( hai

> kT, met ω

de cyclotronfrequentie) het gevolg te zijn van een

verandering in het aantal vrije electronen als gevolg van de door cyclotronresonatie absorptie veroorzaakte herverdeling van lading over de betrokken
energie niveaus.Als gevolg hiervan kan uit de gemeten verandering van het
geleidingvermogen direct het aantal naar het eerste Landau niveau geëxciteerde electronen bepaald worden, en hieruit kan met behulp van de gemeten vermogensabsorptie direct de levenduur van de geëxciteerde electronen worden
—Я
verkregen. De aldus bepaalde levensduren zijn in de orde van 10
peratuurafhankelijkheid wordt door Τ

s en de tem

beschreven. De manier waarop de geëx-

citeerde ladingsdragers relaxeren wordt geanalyseerd, en het blijkt dat een
uit twee stappen bestaand proces het meest waarschijnlijk is. De eerste stap
is een bijna elastische overgang van het eerste naar het nulde Landau niveau,
de tweede stap behelst een stapsgewijze relaxatie naar de bodem van de band.
Beide processen vinden plaats onder uitzending van acoestische phononen.
Hoofdstuk IV behandelt de resultaten van cyclotron resonantie experimenten aan een superrooster. Het onderzochte superrooster bestaat uit een aantal
(125) dunne lagen alternerende lagen van InAs (65 A) en GaSb (80 A ) . De bandstructuur van dit materiaal in de richting van de lagen wordt hoofdzakelijk
bepaald door de geometrie van het systeem en niet zozeer door de bandstructuur
van de samenstellende materialen. Uit de bandstructuur berekening

blijkt dat
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in de richting van het superroQster subbanden worden gevormd en dat in de
richting van de lagen de banden van de basismaterialen gehandhaaft blijven,
zi] het in energie verschoven. De resulterende effectieve massa is in hoge
mate anisotroop, en deze anisotropie wordt met cyclotron resonantie experimenteel bepaald. Uit de experimenten blijkt dat het onderzochte materiaal
zich gedraagt als een twee dimensionaal electronengas (Quantum Size Effect).
Bovendien kan als gevolg van de energieafhankelijkheid van de betrokken effectieve massa, de veschuiving in de banden ten opzichte van de band in de
basis materialen worden berekend uit de waargenomen effectieve massa in de
lagen. De experimenteel bepaalde verschuiving (145 meV) stemt redelijk overeen met de berekeningen (195 meV), en het verschil valt toe te kennen aan
onzekerheden in de bandparameters en aan ruimteladingseffecten.
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STELLINGEN

I

Bi een optisch jepomnte moleculaire laser is het noaelijk laspremissie
afJ-onstig var verschillende overgangen met dezolfdp frequentie te identi4 icç-ren als een cascade overgarg ^et behulo van gepulste pompstraling.

II
De magneetveldafhankelijkheid van Je grondtoestand van de donor m GaAs
kar Jirect worden bepaald uit metingen van de qolflergto van de emissie van
eer GaAs-AlCaAs double-heterostructure laser als functie /an het magneetveld.
H.J.A.Bluyssen, L.J.van Ruyven, to be published in J. Appi. Phys.

Ill
De temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de ladingsdragersdichtheid bij de
drenpelwaarde van een GaAs-AlGaAs double-heterostructare laser kan worden
bepaald uit metingen van de golf1^ngteverschuiving van de laseremissie in
een magneetveld als functie van de temperatuur.
H.J A.Bluyssen, L.J.van Ruyven, to be published in J.Appi, Phys.
IV
Doo het bepalen van de temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de weerstand van
een metalen puntcontact kan men, -zoals bij de specifieke weerstand van
een metaal, de relevante verstrooiingsprocessen van de electronen in een
pun contactgeometrie bestuderen.
A.G M. Jansen, F.M.Mueller, P.Wyder, Phys. Rev. B16, 1325 (1977).

V
Bij de afleiding van de uitdrukking voor de magnetische susceptibiliteit
van een paramagnetisch mixed-valence koper complex hebben Schugar en
mede werkers aa hoc een Curie Weiss temperatuur ingevoerd. Zij hebban over
het hoofd gezien, dat in de door hen afgelegde formule reeds een ferromagneti^che oidenngsteuperatuur verborgen zat, die ook uit de experimrn•-ole gegevens moet blijken.
H.J. Schugar, C.-C. Ou, J.A. Thich, J.A. Potenza, T.R. Felthouse, D N. Hendrickson, W. Furey, Jr.,^en R.A. Lalancette, to be published in Inorg. Chem.

VI
De door Gorkov en Eliashberg voorqoelde nenodieke structuur in de absorptie bi] verre infrarood frequenties, samenhangend met de discrete electron
energieniveaus in quantum size systemen, wordt in de praktijk uitgesmeerd
door de grootte-distributie. Deze structuur is wellicht vel waar te nemen
door middel van verstrooiing van optisch licht aan een zeer klein aantal
submicroscopische deeltjes.
C.G. Granqvist, R.A. Buhrrcan, J. Wyns, en A.J. Sievers, Phys. Rev. Letters
37, 625 (1976).

VIT
Het persoonlijk belang bij het hebben of verkrijgen van een wetenschappelijk
goede naam leidt tot terughoudendneid in de wetenschappelijke communicatie
en vormt daardoor een rem op de vooruitgang van de wetenb-hap.

VIII
Om overbelasting van de promotor en de leden van de wetenschappelijke staf
in vaste dienst te voorkomen, verdient het aanbeveling promoties bij dezelfde promoter zoveel mogelijk te spreiden.
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